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Introduction
The manual is developed in the frame of the project “Validation of self-acquired learning and credits transfer in web design and computer animation”,
CREATE (www.create-validate.org) with the support of “Leonardo da Vinci”
programme of the EC. Its aim is to provide useful information and guidelines on
assessment, validation and recognition of informal (self-acquired) learning in
creative professions (in this case web design and computer animation). Also,
part of it covers the use of modern media tools (e-games, online tests and
ePortfolio) for assessment of the results of informal learning in web design and
computer animation.
The manual can be useful for organizations that wish to validate the results of
informal learning in web design and computer animation (VET schools, VET
centers etc.). They can also use the proposed methodology and tools as a
model for the development of their own tools for assessment of informal learning in other professions. The manual can also be useful for all who have some
knowledge, skills and competences in web design or computer animation
gained informally and want to play the CREATE tools to check if they need to
study more or not (as a way of self-assessment).
The book starts with some theoretical aspects related to validation of informal
learning (methods, situation in partner countries), ECVET for recognition of informal learning and current situation on the labour market regarding so called
“new jobs” and “new requirements” of companies related to the emergence
of the new jobs. Then, there is a part dedicated to the “Self-acquired learning
validation toolkit” – explaining the tools (e-games, tests and ePortfolio) and
the assessment process and giving guidelines to the users. At the end of the
manual there is a glossary containing the most useful terms and references.
Web design and computer animation are two contemporary professions which
are very popular, especially among young people who are getting more and
more attracted to subjects that are some kind of a combination between art
and technology. Due to the many artistic and creative aspects of web design
and computer animation, very often young people (and not only) gain some
knowledge, skills and competences in those subjects while working, as a kind
of a hobby, or in their free time. This is called informal learning. It is different
from formal learning (in school or university) and non-formal learning (out-ofschool training courses, seminars etc.). Validation of informal leaning is “seen
as a way to improve lifelong and life-wide learning” (CEDEFOP, 2009). It facilitates comparability, ensures transparency, increases mobility and aids lifelong
learning. However, practical implementation of informal learning validation
is still undeveloped, especially in artistic areas where percentage of informal
learning is significant. Thus, with the developed tools and manual, we hope to
improve a little bit the situation in this respect.
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CREATE project (www.create-validate.org) developed innovative methodology and tools for assessment, validation and recognition of the results of informal learning in web design and computer animation. First, units of learning outcomes in web design and computer animation were written. Then, to
those units the most appropriate methods for assessment of the learning outcomes were assigned. Next, ECVET points were allocated to each of the units
in order to ensure comparability and recognition of the learning achieved in
them. Finally, the partnership developed 20 online tools and a procedure for
assessment of the results of informal learning in web design and computer
animation. Those tools can be accessed for free by anyone who needs them
through the project web site www.create-validate.org. They are available in
English, Bulgarian and German.
Although the assessment tools developed are not validated, VET centres and
schools offering web design or computer animation courses can explore them
and find them suitable for their needs or they can easily adapt them, following the proposed methodology. The tools are organized in an online system
where each user can check his/her results and receive both quantitative and
qualitative assessment.
One of the innovative aspects of CREATE project is the use of modern media
tools for assessment of the results of informal learning, such as e-games (simulations), ePortfolio and online interactive tests combining text, graphics, video
and animation. This could serve as an example for other organizations that
could develop similar modern media tools for other professions.
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Chapter aims
The aim of this chapter is to outline the different types of methods that can be
used to validate informal learning and the most common methods adopted
by partner countries.

Chapter content
This chapter provides an introduction to the different types of learning, a definition of validation in terms of learning and also the need for validation. It also
describes the different methods available to assess informal learning, including the pros and cons of each method in relation to its validity and appropriateness. Furthermore it looks at the most common approaches in the assessment of informal learning throughout the partner countries and from these
gives some best practice conclusions.

1. Introduction
Validation is a process by which learning is given a value. It is a means through
which informal learning can be formally identified, assessed and acknowledged. This makes it possible for an individual to gain recognition for the learning they have achieved on an informal or non-formal basis and be formally
rewarded for it.
Web design (WD) and computer animation (CA) are two fields in which the
need for recognition and validation for informal learning is particularly evident.
The self-taught, informal, non-formal and independent learning that is so often
acquired when working in this field needs to be recognised and formalised so
that people working in it can be given the opportunity to obtain qualifications
and employment that corresponds to their expertise, howsoever gained.
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2. Informal, formal and non-formal learning
Informal learning, also sometimes referred to as “self-acquired learning”, is the
acquisition of skills, knowledge or information via a process of unintentional
educational osmosis from various environments and influences inhabited by
the individual. This type of learning has no definite objective and is neither
structured nor organised. Informal learning is not undertaken intentionally but
rather is a by-product of living and interacting with our environments. An
example of informal learning is language acquisition in the early years of a
child’s life. Informal learning can happen in the home, at work or in social
settings. It is generally unquantifiable and so is often disregarded or invalid by
potential employers or some education providers.
The informal learning concept was introduced in the 1930s by the pioneer
John Dewey and later, in 1950s developed by the American educator Malcolm Knowles. Merriam and others (2007) state that 90% of people are engaged in informal learning, Kim and others (2004) state that 70% of learning in
the workplace is informal. Almost all the real learning for performance is informal (Moore, Sally-Ann, “Time-to-Learning”, DEC, 1998) and 75% of the time is
allocated to adopting and adapting (IL).
Formal learning is in many ways the opposite of informal learning. It is organised, intentional and has definitive aims and objectives. With formal learning,
the learner intentionally sets out to gain skills or knowledge in a structured way
and often in a formal educational setting i.e. in a University, School or Training
Centre. This type of learning is formally recognised and accredited and is provided by a formally trained and qualified teacher or trainer.
Non-formal learning is half way between formal and informal learning in that it
is informal learning in a formal setting. In other words the learning takes place
in a formal educational setting but the learning itself is not formally recognised. Non-formal learning can be said to be a by-product of a planned activity. It is intentional on the learner’s part but the learning itself is not formally
recognised or accredited.

3. Validation
Validation is the process of verifying or giving confirmation or approval to the
worth or value attached to something (in this case to the results of informal
learning). The purpose of validation of informal learning is to make visible the
entire scope of knowledge and experience held by an individual, irrespective
of the context where the learning originally took place. For an employer it is a
question of human resource management, for individuals a question of having the full range of skills and competences valued and for society a question
of making full use of existing knowledge and experience, thus avoiding waste
and duplication.
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4. Need for validation of informal learning in web design and
computer animation
Although the medium for web development and computer animation is information technology, some would say the success of those seeking a career
in these areas depends on their creativity and autonomy. Often people who
engage in such creative fields do so independently and acquire their knowledge, skills and competence through a kind of informal learning. In the absence of a system for recognising and validating this type of learning, these
self-taught or informally trained people will continue to have their competency and talent ignored and dismissed by education providers and potential
employers.

5. Methods of validation of informal learning
In order to achieve recognition of non-formal and informal learning, a number of methods of validation have been identified. Each examines one or
more pedagogical aspects of the learning involved. The validation methods
in question are as follows:
Tests and examinations
Declarative methods
The portfolio method
Observation
Simulation
Evidences extracted from work practices
5.1. Test and examinations
This is the validation method most frequently utilised in formal educational
settings. Where it is being used as a tool for validating informal learning, the
individual undertakes the exam and if the minimum requirement is met or exceeded the learner is awarded with formal recognition of their competency
(gained through informal or non-formal learning) in their specified area. The
formal recognition generally takes the form of a diploma, certificate or degree. Eligibility to take the exams usually requires the individual to demonstrate
some standard of experience or knowledge in the field, for example a minimum period of work experience in the area. The type of examination can be
a mix of written and practical tests. This type of validation is the most popular
in terms of assessing the existence and level of prior learning.
5.2. Declarative methods
This method is based on the self-reporting of the competencies and ability of
the individual which is generally corroborated by a third party by means of
counter-signature of declaration. This is an evidently simple method of validation in terms of execution and administration. However, it can be said that only
identifies the learner’s skills and does not in fact prove that they possess them.
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5.3. The portfolio method
A portfolio is a collection of documents showing an individual’s skills in different ways. They can include artistic or creative pieces, written documents
or online or virtual tools or programmes. An ePortfolio is usually online-based
portfolio using all the benefits of multimedia and the net. An electronic portfolio, also known as an ePortfolio or digital portfolio, is a collection of electronic
evidence assembled and managed by a user, usually on the Web.
ePortfolios are known as alternative assessment tools. In contrary to classical
assessment concepts, ePortfolios provide a possibility for the learners to present their individual knowledge in their own preferred way. Using ePortfolios for
assessment purposes is more than “handing in a presentation and getting a
mark”. When working with ePortfolios in the assessment context, it is necessary
to look at the portfolio from a wider perspective. Moreover, with an ePortfolio,
learners get the possibility to lead the assessment process and to present their
skills, knowledge and competences from a pro-active perspective.
The ePortfolio method tends to be a tool for obtaining access or entry to further academic or for the career development of an individual. The ePortfolio method addresses the questions of validity, reliability and authenticity by
combining a variety of methods as well as “internal” self-assessment with external assessment. This reduces the subjectivity of the assessment.
5.4. Observation
Observation involves the overseeing of a specific task or piece or work being
carried out by the learner. The observation is being undertaken by a qualified or formally recognised third party who passes judgement on the learner’s
competency or ability.
5.5. Simulation
This is the undertaking of a task in a controlled and simulated environment. It is
used when, for practical reasons, the learner cannot do the actual task in real
life. Again this is overseen by a qualified third party.
5.6. Evidences extracted from work practices
A candidate collects physical or intellectual evidence of learning outcomes
as derived from various scenarios, for example work situations, voluntary activities, family or other settings. This evidence then forms the basis of a validation of competences by a qualified third party.
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6. Assigning methods for validation of informal learning to the
units of learning outcomes in web design and computer
animation
After researching the existing methods for validation of informal learning in the
partner countries and beyond, the team of project CREATE had to
assign a method to each of the developed units in web design and computer
animation in order to best assess and validate the learning outcomes in the
units. Those units of learning outcomes were solely developed so that methods for validation of the results of informal learning are assigned to them. The
proposed methodology for assigning methods for validation to units can serve
as an example in other projects dealing with validation of informal learning in
other creative professions.
Assigning methods for validation of the results of informal learning to units can
depend on the following:
The existing practice (from formal learning, for example) - some of the
units are more practically oriented and the respective skills and competences
could be validated by games (simulations). Other units are more knowledgeoriented and thus the tests could be the most adequate method.
The opinion of the stakeholders - for example, working groups with
stakeholders (employers, trainers, experts from VET centers etc.) could be organized where they suggest a proper type of method for each unit.
The vision of the employer - if the validation tools will be dedicated to
a specific employer then the selection of methods for validation will depend
on the vision of this employer. In this case, the consultation with pedagogic
experts will contribute to the quality of the methods selected.
The steps that can be followed when assigning methods for validation of informal learning to the units can be:
Step 1
Exploring the required knowledge, skills and competences, estimating which
dominates in each unit - more knowledge or more skills?
Step 2
Selecting a proper tool or a combination of tools which clearly relate(s) to the
mentioned knowledge, skills and competences. The selection could be made
on the basis of the above mentioned ways.
Step 3
Testing and adjusting the selected tools to ensure they cover the mentioned
knowledge, skills and competences.
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In the frame of CREATE project, the team have decided to follow the steps
above and debate each unit with the respective stakeholders proposing
some example methods which could be applicable in the developed units in
web design and computer animation.

Here is a table representing the methods assigned to each unit in web design
and computer animation in the frame of CREATE project:
Web design

Unit

Methods for validation of the
results of informal learning in the
unit

Unit 1: Planning

Tests and examinations
Additional methods:
Simulation (game)

Unit 2: Design

Tests and examinations
Additional methods:
Simulation, ePortfolio
Declarative method

Unit 3: Development

Tests and examinations

Unit 4: Management (web sites
management/maintenance)

Tests and examinations
Evidences from work place
practices
Additional methods:
Declarative method

Unit 5: Optimization

Tests and examination
Additional methods:
Simulation

Unit 6: Interactivity and animation

Tests and examinations
Additional methods:
Simulation
Observation
Declarative method

Unit 7: Introduction to
database systems

Portfolio method
Tests and examinations
Additional methods:
Simulation
Observation
Declarative method
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Computer animation
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Unit

Methods for validation of the
results of informal learning in the
unit

Unit 1: Principles of traditional
animation

Tests and examination
Additional methods:
Declarative method
Simulation
Observation

Unit 2: Idea and scenario

Tests and examination
Additional methods:
Declarative method
Simulation (game)
Portfolio

Unit 3: Environment and object
design

Tests and examination
Portfolio method
Additional methods:
Observation
Simulation

Unit 4: Human character design

Portfolio method
Tests and examination
Additional methods:
Simulation (game)
Declarative method

Unit 5: Rigging

Tests and examination
Additional methods:
Simulation

Unit 6: Animation

Tests and examination
Additional methods:
Observation
Simulation
Declarative method

Unit 7: Texturing and lighting

Unit 8: Rendering

Unit 9: Advanced
character design

Unit 10: Advanced
animation techniques

Unit 11: Advanced texturing
and lighting techniques

Unit 12: Advanced rendering

Portfolio
Tests and examination
Additional methods:
Observation
Declarative method

Tests and examination
Additional methods:
Declarative method

Portfolio method
Evidence from workplace practices
Additional methods:
Observation
Simulation
Declarative method

Tests and examination, Portfolio
Evidence from workplace practices
Additional methods:
Observation
Simulation
Declarative method

Portfolio method
Tests and examination
Additional methods:
Observation
Simulation
Declarative method

Tests and examination
Portfolio method
Additional methods:
Observation
Simulation
Declarative method

7. Informal learning validation methods adopted by partner
countries
Gradually validation of informal learning has become a EU priority in the field
of VET being “seen as a way of improving lifelong and life-wide learning”
(CEDEFOP, 2009). According to “European guidelines for validation of non-
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formal and informal learning” (CEDEFOP), informal learning facilitates comparability, ensures transparency, increases mobility and aids lifelong learning.
Although addressed to a different extent in various EU countries, the issue of
validation of informal learning is still insufficiently explored and undeveloped
in Europe.
7.1. Validation of informal learning in Bulgaria
Bulgaria currently has legislation for the vocational certification of learners
who have trained outside of the VET system. In order to become certified the
learners must be able to demonstrate that they have 6 months experience in
the profession or that they have completed practiced training for duration as
specified by the specific training programme. Education to a specified standard/level necessary for the profession is also certified.
However, this looks at learners who have received training and so Bulgaria
looked to EU best practice for validation of informal learning and the methods
adopted to assess and validate and in 2008/2009 developed a system for validation of professional competences acquired through non-formal and informal training. This system categorised the methods for assessment for validation
into two: objective tools and subjective tools. The objective tools included evidence extracted from work practice, training and professional development
portfolio, references, test or exam and practical observation. The subjective
tools include CV, self-assessment and personal portfolio.
7.2. Validation of informal learning in Germany
In 2005 Germany allowed for the possibility of validation of non-formal learning. However, this is not widely practiced and there is a need for a formalised
validation system. Germany is certification orientated in terms of learning, and
in order to recognise prior learning the learners must take an exam to validate
their knowledge. To be considered eligible to take an exam of this nature, the
learners must have the ability to demonstrate that they have 1.5 times the
vocational experience that a formalised training course would require. Additional vocational certificates obtained by the learner can also be used to gain
admission for the exam.
Workplace learning is another method adopted by Germany to assess informal learning in their IT continuing and training system where learners are certified in the private sector.
Germany also recognises credit for knowledge between vocational education and higher education through the recognition of competencies acquired
in the vocational setting, though this is not thought to be widely known nor
very transparent to the learners in Germany.
7.3. Validation of informal learning in Ireland
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The Irish system for validation is Learning Outcome specific meaning the formal and informal learning validation is being sought for will be measured and
validated in terms of the learning outcomes of the programme/qualification.

RPL traditionally in Ireland can be used to access programmes and awards,
as credit towards a qualification or as an exemption from a certain part(s) of
a programme. An AONTAS (Irish National Adult Learning Association) survey
in 2009 revealed that 81% of their clients had more than 10 years’ experience
since completing formal education and recognised the need for validation
for informal learning. Validation strategies are implemented across the Educational Institutions in Ireland and within the National Framework of qualifications,
however, this practice is largely ad hoc and level of activity can vary widely
between education providers. Methods adopted by the Irish Educational Institutions include interview, portfolio, exams and tests, practical observations
and project evaluations.
In 2008 the OECD released a report on Thematic Review and Collaborative
Policy Analysis Recognition of Non-Formal and Informal Learning, where the
different approaches to validation methods/tools adopted by countries was
highlighted (table below –Ireland the country of note).

Source: OECD (October 2008) Thematic Review and Collaborative Policy
Analysis Recognition of Non-Formal and Informal Learning – Ireland Country
Note.

8. Conclusion
Regarding the fields of web design and computer animation, the methods of
validation listed above vary in their efficacy to assess and measure the level
of pre-existing competency. Methods that can be classified as less advantageous include the declarative, observation and simulation methods. The declarative method is heavily reliant on self-assessment which is largely subjective and vulnerable to exaggeration, omission or error. It also lacks a practical
or tangible exposition of skills which is vital for creativity based disciplines such
as WD and CA. Whilst observation and simulation are effective methods of
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confirming ones practical skillset and competencies, they are somewhat deficient in terms of measuring the creative ability of the learner. They also fail to
assess the learner’s theoretical knowledge on the subject.
Evidences from workplace practices come in two forms: physical and intellectual. While the collation of physical evidence of learning outcomes is methodologically and practically effective, the intellectual evidence alone can
denote merely a theoretical rather than practical knowledge of a particular
discipline. However, if assessed in conjunction with each other, this could be
a viable measurement method. Test and examination is unequivocal in its
efficacy to measure informal learning accurately and thoroughly, so much
so that it warrants a generally high level of certification. However, it is recommended that a strong emphasis is put on practical examinations in order to
cater to traditionally non-academic learners who can be intimidated or lack
self-confidence regarding written exams etc. It is also advisable that examinations are presented to the students in a less formal manner than traditional
or academic exams. Similarly the portfolio method provides the learner with
an opportunity to showcase their skills and creativity in a very tangible and
personal manner. In order to examine the knowledge outcome, it is recommended that a brief interview be held with the student during which they may
be asked in more detail about different aspects of their work i.e. theory, skills
used etc. In conclusion, the methods the research considers to be most viable
and effective are the test and examination and portfolio methods.

9. Practical case
Kate is an office administrator in a leading web design and animation company. Kate has been employed for the last 5 years and whilst working has been
exposed to the world of web design and animation including the language
and terminology associated with it. Kate is also a very creative person and
has in her spare time created her own animations and designs. Whilst working
for this company, Kate has been afforded the opportunity to attend inhouse
training courses, workshops and seminars, sometimes as an administrator whilst
other times as a particip ant.
Kate is now looking for new job opportunities as a junior designer but knows
most employers will look for qualification in the area as a minimum requirement. To obtain this qualification/certification Kate can look to seek recognition of informal learning. Taking into account Kate’s experience the most
appropriate methods of validation of her prior learning would include portfolio including interview, test/examination, both practical and theoretical, and
observation.
Kate’s portfolio should include sample of her own design and animation work,
certificates from the company courses she attended and a reference letter
from her company. As Kate has been immersed in a design and animation environment for five years and has learnt informally, she has the capabilities for a
theoretical exam without having the need for formal training. Kate would also
be able to demonstrate her competence comfortably through a practical
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exam or through observation as design and animation is a practical subject
which Kate practices regularly in her spare time.
Using these methods of validation of informal learning Kate’s creativity and
knowledge (acquired through informal and self-taught processes) competencies will be recognised which will allow for her potential employment in the
sector.
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ECVET points allocation
to units of learning
outcomes
(in web design and computer animation)
Keywords
units of learning outcomes, recognition, accumulation and transfer of learning outcomes, credit transfer, validation, ECVET points, allocation of ECVET
points

Chapter aims
This chapter aim is to present the key characteristics of the European Credit
System for Vocational Education and Training (ECVET), to provide a model
for allocation of ECVET points to units of learning outcomes consisting a qualification and results from its experimental testing for two qualifications – web
design and computer animation.

Chapter content
This chapter provides systematized information about the main political and
practical issues related to ECVET implementation, as well as, useful sources of
information in the field. Specialists in vocational education and training can
find methodological and practical guidelines related to defining ECVET points
for a qualification and their allocation to the units of learning outcomes which
comprise it.

1. Main aspects of policies and practices related with the establishment of European credit transfer system for vocational
education and training (ECVET)
1.1.What is ECVET?
ECVET (the European Credit System for Vocational Education and Training) is a
common instrument of the whole strategic European framework for coopera-
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tion in the field of vocational education and training (VET).
ECVET is a system for recognition, accumulation and transfer of learning outcomes aimed at acquiring vocational qualification. In this context the qualification is an official result of assessment and validation of the achieved individual learning outcomes, carried out by a competent institution and in
compliance with definite standards.
One of the main ECVET aims is to achieve better compatibility between different VET systems in Europe. By ensuring recognition of the learning outcomes
with respect to acquiring qualification in compliance with the national legislation, ЕCVET supports and stimulates mobility of citizens in EU. The system assures
accumulation and transfer of credits in initial vocational training, allowing
documentation of the knowledge, skills and competences acquired abroad,
as well as agreed forms of regulation between national and European actors
in VET. This way it creates conditions for every citizen to decide and control its
own way of vocational and personal development, when being abroad and
respectively in different learning environments.
ECVET is a basic instrument for implementation of lifelong learning policy. Establishing conditions for official recognition, accumulation and transfer of individually achieved learning outcomes, the system guarantees equity of the
different forms of learning:
formal education and training – it is carried out in the institutions for education and training and leads to acquiring of official document for education
and/or vocational qualification;
non-formal training – organized form of learning outside the official
education and training institutions, which leads to acquiring, broadening and
improvement of personal, citizenship and vocational knowledge, skills and
competences;
informal learning – self-training in the process of fulfillment of different
activities and through individual search and mastering information, which
leads to acquiring or improvement of already acquired knowledge, skills and
competences.
1.2. ECVET and ECTS – similarities and differences
The development of ECVET is based on European Credit Transfer System (ECTS)
for support of students’ mobility in Europe, which has been developed since
1989.
The main similarity between ECVET and ECTS are the objectives of the two
systems, namely transfer and acquiring credits, mobility of pupils, students and
workers.
The difference between the two instruments is related with their scope. ECTS is
for the higher education (HE), ECVET – for VET, including the continuing training and informal learning.
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Another difference concerns the learning outcomes on which both systems
emphasize. According to ECTS, the qualification framework of European

space of higher education defines the following learning outcomes:
knowledge and understanding;
implementation of acquired knowledge;
decision making;
communication skills;
learning to learn skills.
With respect to ECVET, the European qualifications framework defines the
learning outcomes as:
knowledge;
skills;
competences.
Coherent implementation of both systems will contribute to greater unity between HE and VET and this way to greater mobility in Europe (horizontal and
vertical).
1.3. Recommendation of the European Parliament and of the Council of the
establishment of a European Credit System for Vocational Education and
Training (ECVET), June 2009
In the Recommendation it is pointed out that ECVET is applicable for all learning outcomes which in principle should be achieved through different education and training pathways at all levels of European Qualifications Framework
(EQF) and after that transferred and recognized.
The aim is to facilitate compatibility, comparability and mutual complementation between ECVET and ECTS and this way to contribute to better links between the different levels of education and training, in compliance with the
national legislation and practice.
It should be noted that ECVET does not imply any new entitlement for citizens
to obtain the automatic recognition of either learning outcomes or points. Its
application for a given qualification is in accordance with the legislation, rules
and regulations applicable in the Member States and is based on the following principles and technical specifications.1

1
Recommendation of the European Parliament and of the Council of 18 June 2009 on the establishment of
a European Credit System for Vocational Education and Training (ECVET), ANNEX II. ECVET — Principles and
technical specifications
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Units of learning outcomes
A unit is a component of a qualification, consisting of a coherent set of knowledge, skills and competence that can be assessed and validated. To each
unit a definite number of ECVET points are assigned. A qualification comprises
in principle several units and is made up of the whole set of units. Thus, a learner can achieve a qualification by accumulating the required units, achieved
in different countries and different contexts (formal and, where appropriate,
non-formal and informal), while respecting national legislation relating to the
accumulation of units and the recognition of learning outcomes.
A unit may be specific to a single qualification or common to several qualifications. The expected learning outcomes defining a unit may be achieved
irrespective of where or how these have been achieved. Thus, a unit is not to
be confused with a component of a formal learning programme or training
provision.
The rules and procedures for defining characteristics of units of learning outcomes and for combining and accumulating units for a given qualification
are defined by competent institutions and partners involved in the training
process according to the national rules.
The specifications for a unit should include:
the generic title of the unit;
the generic title of the qualification (or qualifications) to which the unit
relates, where applicable;
the reference of the qualification according to the EQF level and,
where appropriate, the national qualifications framework (NQF) level, with the
ECVET credit points associated with the qualification;
the learning outcomes contained in the unit;
the procedures and criteria for assessment of these learning outcomes;
the ECVET points associated with the unit;
the validity in time of the unit, where relevant.
Transfer and Accumulation of learning outcomes, ECVET partnerships
In ECVET, units of learning outcomes achieved in one setting are assessed
and then, after successful assessment, transferred to another setting. In this
second context, they are validated and recognised by the competent institution as part of the requirements for the qualification that the person is aiming
to achieve. Units of learning outcomes can then be accumulated towards
this qualification, in accordance with national or regional rules. Procedures
and guidelines for the assessment, validation, accumulation and recognition
of units of learning outcomes are designed by the relevant competent institutions and partners involved in the training process.
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Credit transfer based on ECVET and applied to learning outcomes achieved in
formal learning contexts should be facilitated by establishing partnerships and
networks involving competent institutions, each of which is empowered, in
their own setting, to award qualifications or units or to give credit for achieved
learning outcomes for transfer and validation.

The establishment of partnerships aims to:
provide a general framework of cooperation and networking between
the partners, set out in Memoranda of Understanding (MoU) through which a
climate of mutual trust is established;
assist the partners in the design of specific arrangements for credit
transfer for learners.
The MoU should confirm that the partners:
accept each other's status as competent institutions;
accept each other's quality assurance, assessment, validation and
recognition criteria and procedures as satisfactory for the purposes of credit
transfer;
agree the conditions for the operation of the partnership, such as objectives, duration and arrangements for review of the MoU;
agree on the comparability of qualifications concerned for the purposes of credit transfer, using the reference levels established by EQF;
identify other actors and competent institutions that may be involved in
the process concerned and their functions.
For applying ECVET to learning outcomes achieved in a non-formal and informal learning context or outside the framework of an MoU, the competent
institution which is empowered to award qualifications or units or to give credit
should establish procedures and mechanisms for the identification, validation
and recognition of these learning outcomes through the award of the corresponding units and the associated ECVET points.
Learning agreement and personal transcript
For applying credit transfer involving two partners and a specific mobile learner, a learning agreement is concluded by the two competent institutions involved in the training and validation process and the learner, in the framework
of an MoU. It should:
distinguish between competent “home” and “hosting” institutions2 ;
specify the particular conditions for a period of mobility, such as the
identity of the learner, the duration of the mobility period, learning outcomes
expected to be achieved and the associated ECVET points.
The learning agreement should lay down that, if the learner has achieved
the expected learning outcomes and these have been positively assessed by
the “hosting” institution, the “home” institution should validate and recognise
them as part of the requirements for a qualification, according to the rules
and procedures established by the competent institution.
Transfer between partners can apply to learning outcomes achieved in formal
and, where appropriate, non-formal and informal contexts.
ECVET points provide complementary information about qualifications and
units in numerical form.
The “home” institution is the institution which will validate and recognise learning outcomes
achieved by the learner. The “hosting” institution is the one that delivers training for the learning
outcomes concerned and assesses the achieved learning outcomes.

2
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ECVET points
ECVET points provide complementary information about qualifications and
units in numerical form. They have no value independent of the acquired
learning outcomes for the particular qualification to which they refer and they
reflect the achievement and accumulation of units. To enable a common approach for the use of ECVET points, a convention is used according to which
60 points are allocated to the learning outcomes expected to be achieved in
a year of formal full time VET.
In ECVET the allocation of points usually has two phases: ECVET points are
allocated first to a qualification as a whole and then to its units. For a given
qualification, one formal learning context is taken as a reference and, on the
basis of the convention (60 points for one year) the total number of points is
assigned for that qualification. From this total, ECVET points are then allocated
to each unit according to their relative weight within the qualification.
For qualifications which do not have a formal learning pathway reference,
ECVET credit points can be allocated through estimation by comparison with
another qualification which has a formal reference context. To establish the
comparability of the qualifications, the competent institution should use as a
basis for comparing equivalent EQF level or, possibly, NQF level, or the similarity of the learning outcomes in a closely related professional field.
The relative weight of a unit of learning outcomes, with regard to the qualification, should be established according to the following criteria or to a combination thereof:
the relative importance of the learning outcomes which constitute the
unit for labour market participation, for progression to other qualification levels
or for social integration;
the complexity, scope and volume of learning outcomes in the unit;
the effort necessary for a learner to acquire the knowledge, skills and
competence required for the unit.
The relative weight of any given unit common to several qualifications, as expressed in ECVET points, may vary from one of these qualifications to another.
Allocations of ECVET points are normally part of the design of qualifications
and units.
The successful achievement of a qualification or of a unit triggers the award
of the associated ECVET points, independently of the actual time required to
achieve them.
Any qualification acquired through non-formal or informal learning for which a
formal learning pathway reference can be identified carries the same ECVET
points as the one it is compared with, since the same learning outcomes are
being achieved. The same refers for the corresponding units.
1.4. Actions at European level for implementation of ECVET Recommendation
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1.4.1. European ECVET users' group and an European ECVET network
In order to support ECVET implementation at national level the European Commission set up a European ECVET users' group and a European ECVET network.
The European ECVET network is a conglomerate of Member States, European
social partners and VET providers all working to promote and support ECVET.
The network is designed to support all stakeholders in vocational education
and training for the design, steering as well as the technical, pedagogical and
organisational aspects for implementing ECVET.
As a result of the work of the European ECVET users' group practical “ECVET
User’s Guide” was developed and published. It is structured in three parts:
Part 1 "Questions & Answers about ECVET" (April 2011).
Part 2 "Using ECVET for Geographical Mobility" (August 2011/October
2012)
Part 3 "Using ECVET to Support Lifelong Learning" (November 2011)
The “ECVET User’s Guide” is available at: http://www.ecvet-team.eu/
en/content/ecvet-users-guide
1.4.2. Pilot projects
The Council and the European Parliament have placed a strong emphasis on
the necessity to experiment and test ECVET, through, among other initiatives,
the establishment of pilot projects.
In 2008, the European Commission issued a Call for proposals to finance international partnerships under the Lifelong Learning Programme whose aim was
to test the implementation of the ECVET process in the context of learner's
mobility. As a result, eleven pilot projects were selected. The lessons learned
from these projects have served to understand better the challenges and difficulties that full-scale ECVET implementation faces. They have also contributed
significantly to ‘spread the word’ and disseminate possible ways of working.
National efforts to promote and disseminate ECVET principles have continued.
In 2010, the European Commission issued a call for proposals to finance a new
generation of pilot projects. This time, the aim was to support national projects
to test and develop the credit system for vocational education and training.
As a result, eight projects were selected.
Whereas the first 11pilot projects tested ECVET in the context of the geographical mobility of learners, a clear focus on national implementation is emphasised for the 2nd generation of ECVET pilot projects. Thus, the latter projects
address mobility issues in a much broader sense than the previous pilot projects. ECVET is utilised as a tool for a wide range of aspects of transfer and
accumulation of learning outcomes in the lifelong learning context, such as:
Permeability between different VET sub-systems and learning pathways
inside a country;
Mobility of workers between different regions in a country;
Mobility of workers across Europe.
Information about all nineteen ECVET pilot projects is available at
http://www.ecvet-projects.eu/Projects/Default.aspx
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1.4.3. Support by the European Centre for the Development of Vocational
Training (Cedefop)
In cooperation with the European Commission, Cedefop provides technical
and analytical support for the implementation of the ECVET Recommendation at the EU, national and sectoral levels. It monitors, analyses and reports
annually the progress made in establishing ECVET at national, regional and
project levels and points to the key challenges countries are facing. The publication “Monitoring ECVET implementation strategies in Europe” (2013) focuses
on the necessary conditions Member States should create for its implementation. The report shows that Member States are progressing and are increasingly committed to ECVET implementation, although Europe is still far from a
fully operational credit system in VET and developments are heterogeneous. It
is necessary to mainstream efforts and work on synergies with other European
tools, especially the national qualifications frameworks and the referencing
to the European qualifications framework, which also contributes to creating
those necessary conditions.
1.4.4. ECVET Magazine
Since 2010, the ECVET Bulletin (published by the team monitoring the ECVET
pilot projects) and the ECVET Magazine (published by the ECVET Team coordinating the ECVET Network) has been merged into a single publication: the
ECVET Magazine.
The ECVET Magazine is published five times per year - three issues are more
specifically dedicated to the work of the ECVET pilot projects and two issues
inform about the activities of the ECVET network. The issues of ECVET magazine
are available at http://www.ecvet-projects.eu/Bulletins/Default.aspx
1.5. Summary related to structuring qualifications in units of learning outcomes3
The use of occupational activities or work processes/tasks as the basis for the
design /composition of units have a number of advantages and makes reaching an agreement among partners on credit transfer easier. If full qualifications
are described, it should be ensured that together all of the units cover the
entire qualification.
From the experience of the first generation ECVET pilot projects it is clear that
discussing the occupational activities, work processes/tasks for which the
qualification prepares, rather than the qualification standard or the curriculum, makes it easier to identify commonalities among qualification systems
from different countries.
When a unit is linked to an activity/set of tasks, its content is transparent and
easily understood by a variety of stakeholders – such as employers, but also
learners.
3
Description of units of learning outcomes – Examples from the 2nd generation of ECVET pilot projects, November 2012
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The use of occupational activities, work processes/tasks as a basis for units also
makes it easier to agree/define the assessment criteria.
The size and content of a unit needs to be reflected in the defined purpose of
the envisaged credit transfer; however, some general principles need to be
observed.
Units of learning outcomes should be designed in such a way that they can be
completed (assessed) as independently as possible from other units of learning outcomes. In general, all learning outcomes to be assessed need to be
described. In order to avoid an overload of information (i.e. very long lists of
learning outcomes), the focus of the learning outcomes description should
be on ‘essential’ aspects instead of on ‘trivial’ ones. The respective decision
always needs to be made with the consideration of the specific qualification
and the credit transfer envisaged. Therefore, differences can be observed,
for instance, regarding the size of units or the level of details provided in the
descriptions.
The units of learning outcomes should express learning outcomes related to
the specific profession/ vocation as well as transversal or key competences.
Units of learning outcomes should include all necessary learning outcomes,
i.e. they should describe the intended professional competences as well as
the key competences and necessary social and personal competences in
this context. However, it is up to the partners to decide on whether transversal
or key competences should be grouped into separate units or integrated into
the descriptions of learning outcomes related to the specific profession/vocation.
The description of learning outcomes should reflect the following elements:
knowledge, skills and competence. This does not mean that the format of
describing knowledge separately from skills and competence needs to be
adopted.
The structure of the learning outcomes descriptions is determined by the partnership; some ECVET projects adopt the approach of differentiating between
knowledge, skills and competence (but not necessarily in this sequence) and
some use other categories based on national level rules, while others do not
make this difference explicit and use ‘holistic’ descriptions.
Those in favour of the first approach highlight that such differentiation creates
further clarity and transparency on the content of the unit and enables a better comparison.
Those in favour of the second approach say that describing knowledge, skills
and competence separately leads to overlaps and redundancies in the descriptions. They also note that this distinction is somewhat artificial (since competence is the encompassing term) and that what is necessary, from the point
of view of assessment, is the combination of all elements.
Furthermore, the categories of knowledge, skills and competence are not the
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only ones that could be used for structuring learning outcomes descriptions. In
some national contexts other or additional categories are used.
1.6. Summary related to ECVET points
The recent review of Cedefop on the progress achieved in ECVET Recommendation implementation shows that, the issues related to allocation of credit
points are on the agenda of many national initiatives and working groups
but it is considered that at this stage of ECVET development it is not a priority of great importance. The theme of ECVET is in close connection with validation, since the achievements in learning are validated as parts of credits.
Credit systems and validation support each other in the frames of the national
education and training systems. Introduction of units and assessment based
on units supports acquiring part of a qualification through validation of nonformal and informal learning outcomes.
The review carried out at European level allows summarizing the situations in
which ECVET could be used in support of lifelong learning:
Progressively accumulating learning
Accumulating credit progressively over time with possible disruptions in the
learning path, but preparing for a single qualification (no change of pathway);
Changing the pathway and qualification within the same qualification
system
Transferring and accumulat¬ing credit within the same qualification system
and at the same level, from one qualification and pathway to another (for
example, from a qualification in one economic sector to a qualification in a
related economic sector);
Changing the pathway and qualification from one system to another
Transferring and accumulating credit at the same level from one education or
qualification sector to another (for example, from a more narrow continuing
VET qualification achieved through a public employment training programme
towards a broader initial VET qualification that gives the person more opportunities);
Formalising achieved learning outcomes
Validating and recognising learning outcomes achieved in non-formal or informal learning towards a qualification in a formal qualifications system;
Progressing or upgrading a qualification
Transferring and accumulating credit from a qualification at one level towards
a qualification at another level (for example, from a post-secondary VET qualification towards a qualification in the same field in higher education).

2. Allocation of ECVET points for the qualifications “Computer
Animation” and “Web Design” in the frame of project
CREATE
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2.1. Starting positions:
The project partners share the position that ECVET points make sense,

when they are allocated to all units of learning outcomes in the frame of a
qualification. Credit points are not subject to accumulation and transfer. Writing them down in the personal transcript gives information about the scope of
the learning outcomes achieved in the frame of qualification.
The successful acquisition of the whole qualification or part of it (separate units of learning outcomes) leads to awarding of the respective ECVET
points, no matter of the time taken for their achievement or the training path
used – formal training, non-formal training, informal learning.
Credit points could be used by trainees, persons practicing a qualification without official document for vocational qualification, institutions for
vocational education and training, employers and others, in order to identify
the particular individually acquired qualification.
ECVET points support the trainee to acquire given qualification through
mastering the units of learning outcomes, which constitute it, in different countries and in different learning context (formal, non-formal, informal), keeping
the national legislation and in compliance with the arrangements and regulations implemented in relation with validation and recognition of learning outcomes.
In order to ensure common reference basis, when allocating credit
points to the whole qualification and to their distribution among the units of
learning outcomes, in the frames of project CREATE, the convention proposed
in the ECVET Recommendation, will be implemented, according to which 60
points will be assigned to learning outcomes achieved for 1 year training in the
formal education and training system.
Project partners implement common unified approach to defining the
total number of ECVET points for qualifications “Computer Animation” and
“Web Design”, as well as common criteria for their allocation to the units of
learning outcomes which compose them, complying with the existing in the
respective country normative and organizational frame in the field of vocational education and training.
2.2. Model for allocation of ECVET points for qualifications and units of learning
outcomes which comprise them
2.2.1. Main characteristics of the model
The aim of the model is to support creation of an effective system for allocation of ECVET points for the needs of recognition, accumulation and transfer
of learning outcomes in the sphere of vocational education and training. In
more particular plan its purpose is to assist the national teams in the frames of
project CREATE partnership in implementation of unified criteria when defining
the total number of ECVET points for the qualifications “Computer Animation”
and “Web Design”, and its distribution among the learning outcomes which
constitute them, considering the national context. It is about identification of
the main activities and the requirements to their execution in compliance with
common European policies, principles and positive experience in the field of
ECVET. (Fig. 1).
The model ensures mutual relation and consecutiveness of actions according
the following basic principles and requirements:
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Awareness
The opportunities for recognition, accumulation and transfer of learning outcomes are promoted actively and systematically among general public and
potential users.
Voluntariness
The procedure for recognition, accumulation and transfer of learning outcomes is implemented when the citizens declare their intention based on independent and informed decision.
Fig. 1. General scheme of activities related to allocation of ECVET points for
qualifications “Computer Animation” and “Web Design”
Phase 1.
Allocation of total number of ECVET points for the qualification

Phase 2.
Defining the relative weight of the units of learning outcomes
in the frame of the qualification

From the standpoint of
the labour market needs

From the standpoint of
the process of acquiring

Coordinated version

Phase 3.
Allocation of ECVET points
to the units of learning outcomes
on the basis of their
relative weight in the frame
of the qualification
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Equal access
The system for recognition, accumulation and transfer of learning outcomes
guarantees free access and respect to the rights and achievements of all citizens, irrespectively of their gender, age, social status or ethnicity.
Reliability and trust
Identification, assessment and recognition of learning outcomes is based
on transparent requirements about the knowledge, skills and competences,
which are necessary for certification of vocational qualification in a particular
profession or part of a profession (separate units of learning outcomes), defined in corresponding national standards.
Credibility and legitimacy
The procedure for recognition, accumulation and transfer of learning outcomes is in compliance with the current national normative regulations in the
field of vocational education and training, the rights and obligations of the
participants in the process.
Transparency and coherence of actions
The results of each stage of recognition, accumulation and transfer of learning
outcomes are documented according to requirements, which ensure enough
arguments and reliable information to all participants in the process.
Stimulation of individual learning activity
If necessary the procedure directs to involvement in additional training aimed
at development of the acquired knowledge, skills and competences in compliance with the requirements for certification of qualification in profession or
a part of a profession.
Transferability of the achieved learning outcomes
The procedure allows the results of assessment and recognition of knowledge,
skills and competences to be used of involvement of citizens in further vocational education and training.
2.2.2. Description of Phase 1
Main aim
To define the total number of ECVET points for each of the two qualifications.
Content
Selection of reference programmes for acquiring a qualification in the formal
system for education and training:
according to the national legislation and the specifics of the system for
vocational education and training;
on the basis of reliable data with respect to the recognition and the
prestige of the training programmes at the national labour market.
Approach
The total number of ECVET points is defined on the basis of the duration of a
reference training programme in the formal education and training system,
as to one year 60 points are assigned. For example, if as a reference a pro-
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gramme for initial vocational training with duration 3 years has been chosen,
the respective qualification will be assigned 180 ECVET points (3 years X 60
points).
The duration of learning for acquiring the qualification in the formal system is
taken as a basis in this case, since it is a source of comparatively objective
information about the workload for achievement of the learning outcomes
in terms of time for learning. The fact that to a qualification 180 ECVET points
have been assigned means that the learning outcomes in this qualification
usually are achieved for 3 years of training in the formal system.
When the total number of points is defined, it is taken into consideration that
the competences in the qualification are acquired in formal training, as well
as in non-formal training and through informal learning, in shorter or longer
programmes. Besides, the separate trainee might spend more or less time for
achievement of the respective results. In this sense the total number of credit
points refers to all forms of acquiring the qualification – training in the formal
system, non-formal training and informal learning.
In the cases, when for the qualification there is not a formal programme for acquiring the defined learning outcomes, ECVET points might be assigned on the
basis of comparison with similar qualifications, for which training is provided in
the formal context. In this context 180 ECVET points mean that this qualification is comparable in volume with a qualification, which is usually acquired for
three years of training in the formal system.
2.2.3. Description of Phase 2
Main aim
To estimate the relative weight of the separate learning outcomes, which
constitute each qualification, as an objective basis for distribution of the total
number of credit points among them.
Content
The estimation of the relative weight of the separate units of learning outcomes, which constitute a qualification, is carried out from the standpoint of:
the requirements and their “value” for successful labour market realization;
complexity of methods, procedures and the time of learning necessary
for their achievement.
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Approach
In order to achieve the necessary objectiveness and reliability, the assessment
of the relative weight of the units of learning outcomes is carried out by focus
groups, in which the following should participate:
employers, representatives of branch and professional organizations
in the respective field, persons practicing the corresponding profession and
representation of companies with different size in the branch is ensured, as
well as of positions which offer opportunities for realization of those holding the
respective qualification;
representatives of education and training institutions, providing train-

ing on the selected reference programmes for acquiring of the qualifications.
The requirement is to work for achievement of consensus between the participants in the focus-groups which assess the units of learning outcomes from
different perspectives.
Main activities and instruments
Activity 1
Constitution of the focus groups.
Activity 2
Introductory presentation and instruction of the participants in the groups.
Activity 3
Assessment of the relative weight of the units of learning outcomes on the basis of assessment of their importance for successful labour market realization.
Participants assess the learning outcomes in each unit with respect of frequency of implementation and degree of importance for carrying out the
vocational activity as a whole, filling in individually Table 1. The assessment is
based on the described knowledge, skills and competences for each learning
outcome.
Table 1. Assessment of learning outcomes
Unit No. ……

Learning
outcomes

Frequency of implementation

seldom

frequently every day

Degree of importance

low

medium

high

Outcome
No. 1

Outcome
No. 2
…..
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The results from the individual assessment are discussed in the group from different points of view, for example:
The description of a qualification, structured in units of learning outcomes, provides generalized picture of the knowledge, skills and competences, necessary for the quality fulfilment of the work activities in the frame of a
qualification, performed by persons, employed in different enterprises and at
different job positions.
The assessment of learning outcomes should be in compliance with the
tendencies in the branch – new technologies, materials, techniques.
The assessment of learning outcomes should be based on the main
(typical) work activities, tasks, obligations and requirements to the quality of
performance.
Way of fulfilment - methods and procedures implemented; instructions
followed – detailed or general ones; repetition of activities; the most difficult
tasks (parts of tasks), which should be fulfilled etc.
What are the tools of work - machines; specialized software and programme products; standards; work documentation; legislative documents
etc.
What is the result - products at the end of each work activity;
Working conditions - specifics of the working time and the working environment; work place.
Control of performance – who assigns the tasks, to whom the results are
reported, who controls the work, how, at what period, level of making decisions.
Responsibilities in fulfillment of work activities - responsibilities related to
the quality of work; responsibilities for working tools; responsibilities for the work
and security of other people.
What personal qualities are necessary for practicing the profession.
On the basis of agreed common criteria for assessment, the participants in the
group fill in Table 2, estimating the degree of importance of the separate units
of learning outcomes for the successful work performance in the frame of a
qualification.
The importance is expressed in percentages, reflecting the relative weight of
each unit in the frame of the whole qualification. The weight of each unit is
defined as a percentage of the whole qualification on 100% basis.
The average value of the individual assessments represents the percentage
distribution of the units of learning outcomes in the qualification.
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Table 2. The relative weight of the units of learning outcomes
Qualification ……………….

EQF level ….........................

Total number of ECVET points …………….

Units of learning outcomes

Relative weight in the frame of the
qualification (in %)

No.1 ………………………………..
No. 2 ……………………………….
……………………………………....
(100%)

Activity 4
Assessment of the relative weight of the units of learning outcomes from the
standpoint of the process of acquiring of the necessary knowledge, skills and
competences.
The assessment aims at precision of the percentage distribution worked out in
compliance with:
training objectives for each unit in the context of the whole qualification – scope and volume of the general and specific knowledge, skills and
competences;
complexity of methods, procedures and notional learning time for
achievement of the expected results for each unit.
It is based on the selected reference programme for education and training
and the duration of learning activities in the frame of theoretical and practical
training, defined in it. Indicators like the following are used: technical, technological, scientific and general knowledge, which should be acquired, so as to
realize the expected knowledge, skills and competences; number of training
procedures, which should be fulfilled; methods of training and self-training,
which should be implemented; complexity of combinations of procedures
and methods; variety of the used material and documentary tools etc. In the
analysis of the learning outcomes, developed during the project “Taxonomy
of Bloom for definition of the learning outcomes” can be used as a supportive
tool (Table 3).
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Table 3. Taxonomy of Bloom for definition of the learning outcomes
(adapted version)

Category
Knowledge

Totality of information/ data/ facts in
one field, which a given person has
mastered; competence, achieved as a
result of cognitive activity, education/
training, experiencing.

Understanding

Defines, describes, identifies, lists, labels,
matches, names, outlines, recalls, recognizes, reproduces, selects, states

Retrieving the correct meaning of ambiguous information; independent comprehending the meaning of something
(instructions, tasks, explanations, defined
in a different way from the one already
known) on the basis of knowledge and
experience.

Comprehends, converts, defends, distinguishes, estimates, explains, extends,
generalizes, gives an example, interprets, paraphrases, predicts, rewrites,
summarizes, translates

Applying

Applies, changes, computes, constructs,
demonstrates, discovers, manipulates,
modifies, operates, predicts, prepares,
produces, relates, shows, solves, uses

Use what was learnt (knowledge, skills
and competences) in a new situation –
exercise, at the work place etc.

Analysis

Operation of abstract or practical separation of a whole thing (objects, qualities or relations between objects and
phenomena) in composing parts in the
process of knowing and gaining experience; method of research through
which the subject of research is parted
in order to investigate and understand it
better.
As an addition to synthesis, the method
of analysis allows to get information
about the structure of the subject or
object of investigation.
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Key verbs

Analyzes, breaks down, compares, contrasts, diagrams, differentiates, discriminates, distinguishes, identifies, illustrates,
infers, outlines, relates, selects, separates

Synthesis

Method of investigation which connects
the separate elements in one whole
and this way studies the essence of phenomena; builds a structure or pattern
(product, report, research, production
technology, action plan) from diverse
elements with a new meaning or structure.

Evaluation

Process of systematic characterization,
getting information and feedback with
respect to different aspects of qualities
and impact of an object, programme,
products, machines, technologies in
relation with the expected results; measuring the degree of achievement of
the expected results.

Categorizes, combines, compiles,
composes, creates, devises, designs,
explains, generates, modifies, organizes,
plans, rearranges, reconstructs, relates,
reorganizes, revises, rewrites, summarizes, tells, writes

Appraises, compares, concludes,
contrasts, criticizes, critiques, defends,
describes, rejects, evaluates, explains,
interprets, justifies, relates, summarizes,
supports

Emotional and behavioural professional and personal qualities – they show
the development of feelings, emotions, behaviour in a specific situation
Perception of Phenomena

Asks, looks for, chooses, describes, follows, gives, holds, identifies, locates,
names, selects, sits, erects, replies, uses,
gives opinion, directs own attention,
opposes

Responding to Phenomena

Answers, reacts, assists, aids, complies,
conforms, discusses, greets, helps, labels,
performs, practices, presents, reads,
recites, reports, selects, tells, writes

Demonstration of values

Completes, demonstrates, differentiates,
explains, follows, forms, initiates, invites,
joins, justifies, attracts, proposes, excuses, organizes, reads, reports, selects,
shares, studies, works, takes part in…

Receiving, getting an impression, a
perception, information; understanding
and mastering the whole and its details.

Active participation; adequate response.
Defining priorities; resolution of contradictions, incompliance and conflicts.

Related to particular object, phenomena, behaviour.
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Built up system of values which controls behaviour
Demonstrates definite qualities of
character, certainty and consistency
in actions, predictable reactions, able
to adapt in personal, social, emotional
level.

Behaves …, does,
reacts, influences, differentiates,
influences, listens carefully, changes,
presents, has the habbit of …, sets
objectives, expresses softly (roughly),
puts under doubt, rethinks (changes
attitude), relates …, contributes, finds
decisions, confirms

Exemplary list of verbs describing work with people, work with information
or work with objects
Work with people

Work with information

Work with objects

advises
reports (gives feedback)
communicates
counsels
trains
assists
follows
interested in
imitates
leads discussions
influences
initiates
undertakes
instructs
interviews
manages
gives directions
motivates
negotiates
convinces
presents
sells
is responsible for
supervises
controls
teaches
trains
admonishes

accounts
analyzes
balances
budgets
collects
compares
composes
calculates
creates
designs
evaluates
makes forecasts, prognosis
solves problems
investigates
processes information
examines
studies
sorts
synthesizes
systematizes

Manifests versatility, liveliness, quickness, dexterity,
skilfulness.
Manifests accuracy, preciseness, assembles.
fits
measures
calibrates
constructs
cooks, makes
works out
raises
hammers
works with ...
manipulates with...
manages
transports (moves, lifts)
packs
checks, inspects, revises
maintains
pushes
manoeuvres
produces
forms (moulds, shapes,
sculptures)
operates
prepares
repairs
adjusts

In the cases when the groups have different positions – for one and the same
unit the group of “professionals” estimates percentage share which is not accepted by the “trainers”, consultations are carried out additionally, in order to
achieve consensus. As a result of consultations the final relative weight of the
units in the qualification is defined.
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2.2.4. Description of Phase 3
Main aim
Allocation of ECVET points to the units of learning outcomes in the frame of the
qualification.
Content
The total number of points for the qualification is distributed between the separate units of learning outcomes, which constitute it, as the points for each
unit is defined on the basis of its relative weight in the qualification.
Approach
The number of credit points for the separate units in the qualification is calculated on the basis of their percentage share, which has already been estimated (Table 4).
It is recommended to round up the number of points to a whole number. For
example, if the qualification is described with 180 ECVET points and the percentage share of a given unit is 12%, it receives 22 ECVET points (the result of
calculation is 21,6).
In the frame of project partnership the partners agree on the possible deviations in the transcription of points for the separate units at national level.
Table 4. Allocation of ECVET points to the units of learning outcomes
Qualification ……………….

EQF level ….........................

Total number of ECVET points ……………...............

Units of learning
outcomes

Relative weight in the
frame of the qualification
(in %)

Number of ECVET points

No. 1 ……………………..
No. 2 ……………………..
(100%)

(Total number of ECVET
points)

2.3. Experimental testing of the model
The experimental testing of the model was organized and carried out by the
Bulgarian project partners. Two focus-groups (FGs) were formed, including
representatives of employers (small and larger companies), training providers,
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social partners and VET qualification experts – one for “Web design” (WD) and
one for “Computer animation” (CA).
The FGs` work followed the phases, described in the model for allocation of
ECVET points to a qualification and the learning outcomes which comprise it.
Phase1
The qualification CA is included in the Bulgarian national list of professions for
vocational education and training. The profession “Computer Animator” is
with third degree of vocational qualification - level 4 according to the Bulgarian National Qualifications Framework (NQF) of Bulgaria, which corresponds
to level 4 of EQF.
The qualification WD is not included in the Bulgarian national list of professions
for vocational education and training. It was decided that similar to it is the
profession “Graphic Designer”, which is third degree of vocational qualification - level 4 according to the National Qualifications Framework (NQF) of Bulgaria, which corresponds to level 4 of EQF.
In compliance with VET Law, as a reference programme, for both qualifications Framework Programme C was selected, which is for second and third
degree of vocational qualification. The duration of vocational training in the
formal system is 3 years.
As a result the total number of ECVET points assigned to each of the two qualifications is 180.
Phase 2
The experts in both FGs assessed individually the frequency of implementation
and the degree of importance of learning outcomes in each unit comprising
the respective qualification.
As a result of the discussion for working out common criteria for assessment
FGs agreed that evaluation of the relative weight of the units of learning outcomes in each qualification will be made regarding the required skill set and
work performance of the freelancers or small companies’ team members.
The relative weight of units of learning outcomes of CA, estimated by the FG,
is presented in Chart 1.
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Chart 1.

The relative weight of units of learning outcomes of WD, estimated by the FG,
is presented in Chart 2.
Chart 2.

Phase 3
The distribution of 180 ECVET points among the units of learning outcomes in
CA and WD is presented in Table 5 and Table 6.
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Table 5. Distribution of ECVET points among the units of learning outcomes in
CA
Qualification: Computer Animation

NQF level: 4

EQF level: 4

Total number of ECVET points: 180

Units of learning outcomes
Unit 1. Principles of traditional
animation
Unit 2. Idea and scenario
Unit 3. Environment and
Object Design
Unit 4. Human Character Design
Unit 5. Rigging
Unit 6. Animation
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Number of ECVET points

11

13
16

16
16
18

Unit 7. Texturing and Lighting

14

Unit 8. Rendering

13

Unit 9. Advanced character design

18

Unit 10. Advanced animation
Techniques

18

Unit 11. Advanced Texturing and
Lighting Techniques

14

Unit 12. Advanced rendering

13

Table 6. Distribution of ECVET points among the units of learning outcomes in
WD
Qualification: Web Design

NQF level: 4

EQF level: 4

Total number of ECVET points: 180

Units of learning outcomes

Number of ECVET points

Unit 1. Planning

25

Unit 2. Design

56

Unit 3. Development

36

Unit 4. Management (web sites
management/maintenance)

18

Unit 5. Optimization

13

Unit 6. Interactivity and animation

20

Unit 7. Introduction to database
systems

12

3. Conclusion
The Recommendation of the European Parliament and the Council, June 2009
invites the Member States to undertake actions for gradual implementation of
ECVET. The phases for implementation include:
Preparation until 2012;
Gradual implementation and first evaluation during 2014;
Full-scale implementation of ECVET in long term perspective for the
qualifications in the VET system at all EQF levels.
At European level the following priorities are defined for 2013:
a/ Enhancing the existing activities and initiatives for achievement of be-tter
mutual relation of the implemented instruments and results from projects related with ECVET;
b/ Further development of ECVET community through building up and broadening of national ECVET networks;
c/ Support to the coherent approach of action between European instruments with emphasis on achievement of compatibility and complementarity
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of ECVET and ECTS;
d/ Support to activities, arising from ECVET Recommendation and related to
ECVET evaluation;
e/ One of the necessary conditions for the development of the process at national level is ensuring enough, accessible and active information and publicity about ECVET with the following aims:
To inform the public about the role of ECVET for the individual, communities and economy;
To promote ECVET among potential users;
To guarantee transparency of actions for recognition, accumulation
and transfer credits of learning outcomes in VET.
f/ Ensuring information and publicity about ECVET includes broad spectrum of
activities:
Preparation and dissemination of printed materials (brochures, leaflets,
bulletins, information letters etc.);
Organization of briefings, information sessions, seminars and conferences with the participation of mass media;
Creation of sections in the web sites of the responsible and training institutions containing specific information in the frames of their functions and
responsibilities;
Using appropriate channels for dissemination of information among
potential users, especially in small and medium enterprises, non-government
organizations etc.
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New skills for new jobs
Keywords
new skills, new jobs, mismatch, employability, flexicurity, security

Chapter aims
The chapter describes the recent EU policy related to the changing requirements for the workplaces and individuals. It aims to show how the learner
could develop a perspective of lifelong learning by recognition of the learning outcomes so far and establishing an individual strategy for further learning.

Chapter content
The chapter describes the most relevant aspects of the global development
related to the world of work. On the one hand, the requirements for all kinds
of work are rising. On the other hand, the number of less qualified workers is
still increasing. Furthermore, in some regions of Europe the economic situation
is getting worse, which leads to a mismatch between demand of the companies and workers’ set of skills. The chapter describes this a bit more detailed
in a case study from the ICT sector. Using the tools developed in the project
the learner can improve his/her individual competencies in the area of web
design or computer animation.

1. Some economic aspects of the global development
Due to its history the EU very much focuses on “market” topics as described
in the treaty of Maastricht (29th July 1992) Chapter G. Following these objectives, regulated in the different treaties, the European Commission and the
Member states have to develop a strategy to improve the welfare of the people within the global market.
In the last year the background of policy fundamentally changed. After five
years of economic crisis and the return of a recession in 2012, unemployment is
hitting new peaks not seen for almost twenty years, household incomes have
declined and the risk of poverty or exclusion is on the rise, especially in Member States in Southern and Eastern Europe, according to the 2012 edition of
the Employment and Social Developments in Europe Review4.

4
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http://ec.europa.eu/social/main.jsp?langId=en&catId=956&newsId=1774&furtherNews=yes

The impact of the crisis on the social situation has now become more acute as
the initial protective effects of lower tax receipts and higher levels of spending
on social benefits (so-called “automatic stabilisers”) have weakened.
A new divide is emerging between countries that seem trapped in a downward spiral of falling output, fast rising unemployment and eroding disposable
incomes and those that have so far shown good or at least some resilience.
The latter tend to have better-functioning labour markets and more robust
welfare systems.
1.1. Growing Eurozone divergence
The average EU unemployment rate climbed to almost 11%. The report confirms a new pattern of divergence, which is most striking between the North
and the South of the Eurozone. The unemployment rate gap between these
two areas was 3.5 points in 2000, fell to zero in 2007 but then has widened fast
to 7.5 points in 2011.
The analysis also shows that in Member States which had undergone substantial reforms to make their labour markets more dynamic, the unemployed
have maintained much better chances of finding a new job even during the
crisis years.
1.2. Declining household incomes, long-term exclusion risks
The absence of tangible recovery has put under pressure household incomes
in the majority of Member States and increased the risks of long-term exclusion. To prevent rising poverty and long-term exclusion from becoming entrenched, policies need to be tailored to specific country situations and population groups most at risk.
1.3. Crucial role of welfare and tax system design
The analysis finds that while there are no optimal solutions for tax shifts from an
integrated employment and social policy point of view, an appropriate design of welfare systems increases the desirability of certain tax shifts.
The report’s analysis of minimum wages shows that countries with higher minimum wages have not priced the low skilled out of a job and on the contrary
tend to have higher employment rates for them. Minimum wages also have
the potential to narrow the gender pay gap.
1.4. The mismatch between skills and new job requirements
The report’s analysis shows that in some countries, especially in the Southern
part of EU, the match between skills and jobs is bad and/or has worsened. To
reduce the skills mismatch, countries need to invest more efficiently in education and training, spend better on active labour market policies and support
the creation of high skilled jobs in growth sectors such as the green economy
and technology, information and communications technologies and healthcare.
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For the individuals it is not that easy to identify his individual deficits to define
the next steps for competence development. The competence of an individual is defined by a more or less formal qualification acquired in the national
VET system and a wide range of knowledge, skills and competencies acquired
as experience at the workplace and non-formal learning. Only a detailed
assessment reflects this individual competence at a certain moment.
The demand of the companies is based on a minimum of school certificates
and professional standards, but usually requires a lot of additional as you see
in this ad:

To bridge this gap the Internet offers already a lot of tools to identify the qualifications needs:
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Knowing the demand of the companies as demonstrated in the ad and the
individual gaps, the learner is able to look for a training offer, which reflects his
special interests and needs.
The image depicts that there are learning pathways on different levels and
different contents.

Nowadays, the labour market is so dynamic that new jobs and new job requirements are emerging by the minute. On the other hand, we have the education system which often cannot keep up with the new emerging requirements
for new and up-to-date skills. Very often in the jobs advertisements there are
requirements that aren’t covered in the university curricula. This leads to a
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fundamental mismatch between employers’ demands and the education
system and young people have to learn some things by themselves or go
to additional trainings outside school and university. In this respect the CREATE self-acquired learning validation toolkit can be used for self-assessment
by people who are not sure if they have the necessary knowledge, skills and
competences in web design or computer animation and want to check their
situation before applying for a job in this fields.

2. Examples of assessment of the results of informal learning in
the ICT sector
The corporate sector has long ago found a way to provide assessment of the
results of informal learning so as to find the most qualified and suitable employees. More and more often employers are getting used to testing their future
employees by themselves to check if their knowledge, skills and competences
fit the company’s profile and requirements. The formal education system is
getting behind and cannot always offer adequate training that is in line with
the demands on the market. Of course, the official degree acquired from the
formal education system is not without value but still in some fast developing
sectors (such as ICT) people gain substantial knowledge, skills and competences outside the formal education system and companies have realized this
long ago. Here we offer some examples from the corporate sector showing
how companies provide assessment and recognition of learning outcomes.
2.1. Example 1 (some “Microsoft” approaches)
“Microsoft” have established a certification system long ago. They offer various certificates for managing all their products (http://www.microsoft.com/
learning/en/us/certification-exams.aspx):
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Level
Usually certificates are divided into several levels (associate, expert, master)
and candidates are encouraged to start from the basics (associate) and
gradually accomplish all the certificates, finally covering the advanced level
(master). Some certificates only cover one level.
Exams
Before deciding whether to sit for an exam for a “Microsoft” certificate or not,
one can have a look at:
the languages in which the exam is available;
the list of skills measured by the exam and the relative weight of each
major topic area on the exam;
how to prepare for the exam;
the exam’s intended target group.
The exam questions and tasks can be different – e.g. active screen, build list,
case studies, drag and drop, multiple-choice, simulations and more. Some
examples of the questions are given, so that the candidates can orient themselves.
Exam characteristics page - Designing Database Solutions for Microsoft SQL
Server 2012:
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Preparation
Preparation for the exams is offered in two forms to the candidates – they can
either attend face-to-face training courses or learn by themselves via online
training. An exam preparation guide is also available. Sitting an exam without
visiting specialized training (assessment of the results of informal learning) is
possible.
2.2. Example 2 (some “Cisco” approaches)
“Cisco” also have developed a certification system following eleven so called
certification tracks. Each certification track can be pursued by climbing from
one level to the next.
Here is a diagram showing the certificates offered and the levels covered:

Level
As one can see in the screenshot above, “Cisco” also have various levels for
their certificates – entry, associate, professional, expert and finally architect.
Not all certification tracks go through all the levels. For example, in order to
pursue the certification track “Storage Networking” one has to first acquire the
Entry level certificate CCENT and then can only go directly to the Expert level
and acquire CCIE Storage Networking certificate. If we look at the “Design”
certification track, however, one has to start from the Entry level certificate
CCENT and after that there is a separate certificate for each next level in the
pyramid. The levels names point out that every next level is more advanced
than the previous one.
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Exams
When you click on the certificate you would like to take, a page opens with all
the information one needs to know: exams necessary for acquiring the certificate, prerequisites (if there would be any) and possible training.
Concerning the exams, sometimes there is a possibility to choose between
two or more exams for one and the same certificate. Every user interested in
taking the exam can read about:
the languages in which the exam is available and some overall infor
mation on the exam framework;
topics covered in the exam;
recommended training associated with the exam in question;
additional resources for the exam;
Preparation
Preparation for the exams can again take the form of some face-to-face training courses in which the exam-taker can enrol online. On the other hand, “Cisco” give some options for self-study and preparation using online resources.
It is possible to sit the exam and acquire a certificate without attending the
trainings offered by “Cisco” (if one has some knowledge, skills and competences acquired informally). In case the candidate sees that his/her knowledge, skills and competences are in line with the topics covered in the exam,
then obviously additional training might not be necessary.
In CREATE project we have also taken up those concepts.
Web design and computer animation units are divided into levels. The first
units in the two qualifications cover a more basic level and at the end there
are a few units aiming at a more advanced level. This is not a formal division
in terms of EQF levels, however, because according to Bulgarian law in VET a
qualification should cover only one EQF level. Nevertheless, it is possible for an
organization to issue separate certificates – for basic and advanced units – if
the need arises.
Concerning the format of the assessment the Self-acquired learning validation toolkit is available in English, Bulgarian and German and users can choose
among those languages. One is advised to first have a look at the descriptions of the units of learning outcomes in web design and computer animation
before deciding whether to take the tests or not. Also, the number of ECVET
points for each unit is specified in the toolkit, so users will know which units bear
more weight. Finally, the target group of the toolkit is also specified.
CREATE project doesn’t offer training in web design and computer animation
because it deals with assessment of informal learning (learning during work,
during free time, as a part of a hobby etc.). However, there are guidance and
tips for test-takers on www.create-validate.org how they should prepare for
the assessment of their informal learning, using the developed toolkit.
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3. Labour market and educational system: employability as a
challenge
In Europe, currently more than 23 million people are looking for a job. Levels
of employment and work-related skills vary significantly between EU regions.
In many member states, regional and local authorities have a certain degree
of responsibility for labour market and training policy. Cities and regions often
provide guidance to jobseekers, finance training and job programmes, and
invest in education.
With its “Agenda for new skills and jobs”, launched in 2010, the EU and the
member states are stepping up labour market reforms, join forces to equip
people with the right skills, attempt to improve working conditions and encourage the creation of new jobs.
The Agenda5 presents a set of concrete actions that will help:
Stepping up reforms to improve flexibility and security in the labour
market (‘flexicurity’)
Equipping people with the right skills for the jobs of today and tomorrow
Improving the quality of jobs and ensuring better working conditions
Improving the conditions for job creation
The more general aim is to improve employability significantly. To equip people with the right skills the different national education systems have to be
adjusted, the labour market has to become much more flexible.
The challenge is to highlight the fastest growing occupations as well as the top
“bottleneck” occupations with high numbers of unfilled vacancies.Quantitative and qualitative information on short- and medium-term skills needs, skills
supply and skills mismatches are required to step forward.
tRecent studies show that the occupations with the most unfilled vacancies
in the EU today are those of finance and sales professionals. Other shortages
most frequently reported concern biologists, pharmacologists, medical doctors and related professionals, nurses, ICT computing professionals and engineers.
Facing this bottleneck and challenge the Europen Union already many years
ago identified the main shortages of the educational systems within Europe:
Comparabilitly of qualifications
Transparency
Recognition of prior learning
The commision established a set of tools to achieve these aims. The most important tools implemented in the members states are EQF and ECTS/ECVET.

5
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4. Challenges for the ICT sector in Europe
“ICT skills are an important contribution to growth […] Over 4% of total employment is in ICT specialist occupations, over 20% in intensive ICT-using occupations.[…]”.
ICT6 sector employment makes up 5.5% of total business sector employment
in OECD countries, or around 15 million people. Long-term growth (1995-2006)
has been around the same as for total business employment, so despite adding 1.4 million employees the share has remained static.
As the value added share increased, this is an indication that the sector is becoming less employment-intensive.
Overall these indicators show the continuing growth of ICT specialists as a
share of the total labour force, but a flattening of the share of ICT-intensive
users.
Europe7 does not have the sufficient and high level competences needed to
guarantee the sought future. Therefore, it is urgent to act immediately on the
following issues:
SMEs require high level of professional qualification for their vacancies;
and it is difficult to find adequate candidates, with proper soft or behavioural
skills, an important issue for companies.
A large gap exists between the approaches of all stakeholders: training organizations, companies, especially SME, intermediary organizations, students and jobseekers.
To contribute to improve the current situation in the field of e-jobs some topics are the most relevant ones.
Make closer the worlds of education, training and employment, by intensifying collaboration between training institutions and prospective employers.
Anticipate necessities, be open to talent and promote initiatives that
facilitate “learning-from-each-other” processes.
Establish a publicly recognized system of validation and accreditation.
Emphasize the role of prior learning/informal learning.

http://www.oecd.org/internet/interneteconomy/43969700.pdf
http://www.e-jobs-observatory.eu/sites/e-jobs-observatory.eu/files/WP4.%201st%20Roundtable%20meetings%20final%20Report%20V1.0.pd 3http://www.filling-the-gaps.eu/Grand%20Coalition%20Framing%20
18012013final.pdf
6
7
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Facing these challenges the European Commission established a Grand Coalition to fill in the gap. This coalition is strongly supported by the stakeholders
and international companies8.

5. Conclusion
Nowadays, in the rise of technologies, more and more young people look for
professional realisation in some ICT-related jobs such as web design, computer
graphics, programming and others. The ICT branch is developing very fast and
it often happens that the formal education system cannot keep up with the
company’s demands for new skills and new jobs. That is why people often
tend to learn things in the field of ICT and computer arts by themselves, outside
the formal education system.
This is a kind of informal learning and big companies have long ago established
their ways of assessing and recognizing it. That is why some best practices for
assessment and recognition of the results of informal learning from famous ICT
companies have also been studied and taken up as examples in the project.
The tools developed in the project also improve the recognition of informal
learning and contribute to reduce the skills shortage all over Europe and filling the gap between the labour market and the demand of the companies.
Self-assessment procedures strengthen the individual and the recognition of
his learning results in terms of knowledge, skills and competences. The toolkit’s
concept has been developed in line with both the educational systems of the
partner countries and the corporate sector.

6. Practical case
The practical case below can be given as an example case or an exercise for
young people who have some knowledge, skills and competences in web design gained through informal learning and wish to know how they could make
appropriate use of them and find the job they wanted. The exercise can be
adapted to other professions (different of the web design) by finding job ads
for them and changing the text of the case to fit the job chosen.
The trainer in the VET center, for example, can give the trainees the case and
discuss with them the possible scenarios, which scenario each young trainee
would prefer and why. As a trainer, performing this exercise, one could also
think of more advantages and disadvantages to each of the given scenarios,
depending on the profile of the trainees, or devise additional scenarios.
Here is the example case that can be used:
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Imagine that you are looking for a job as a web designer in the UK. You are
searching for suitable job advertisements on the net and you are opening the
job ad above.
In the third paragraph (the text outlined) it is written that the web designer
wanted by the company should have “knowledge and experience of using
Creative Suite (especially Photoshop and InDesign) and some experience in
HTML and CSS, including their design capabilities and limitations”.
You have graduated from university completing a bachelor in “graphic design”. You haven’t been able to find a job solely as a graphic designer because most companies (as the one you have found now posting this ad) need
someone who is both a graphic designer and a web designer, knows a little bit
about graphic design and a little bit about web design. In order to adapt to
the new demands of the companies and be able to find a job as a graphic/
web designer, during the last year you have been experimenting by yourself
at home in front of the computer and have acquired some knowledge, skills
and competences in HTML and CSS: e.g. HTML table tags, changing the background colour in CSS and other similar.
You, however, are not sure if your additional informal learning acquired by
yourself at home in HTML and CSS will be enough to cover the requirements of
this company or some other similar companies where they need some combination of skills in graphic and web design.
Here are three possible scenarios that you can follow in this situation:
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Scenario 1
You could directly apply for the job with your CV. In it you will have to write
that you have a formal qualification (Bachelor degree) in graphic design and
enumerate the knowledge, skills and competences in CSS and HTML acquired
informally by yourself. However, most companies will need some practical experience (as it is also mentioned in this ad) or references and examples of web
sites you have made. In this respect it will be good if you can show some web
sites of yours. For example, you could always make a presentational web site
of your work and achievements (like a portfolio) and use it as an example. If
the company likes your CV they will most likely call you for an interview and ask
you to show them your skills in person.
Scenario 2
You could first go through some self-assessment in web design using the Selfacquired learning validation toolkit (www.create-validate.org, “Tools” section). The idea is to check your knowledge, skills and competences in the topic
and then on the basis of your results see if you need to study more or you are
ready to start work. In the web design part of the toolkit in the test on Unit 3:
Development you will find questions on HTML and CSS. You can either do the
test only for Unit 3 and check your score (if you passed the unit or not and with
what results) or you could go through all the tools in web design if you want to
also check your knowledge, skills and competences in graphic design issues,
planning the web design, management, optimization and more.
If you have high scores in the tools (and get “satisfactory” or “very good” as
a final result) then you will most probably be able to work as a web designer
in a small company. You can then pursue Scenario 1 above. If you have low
scores (“unsatisfactory” final result) and haven’t passed some of the units then
you will probably have to think of further learning and training before applying
for such a job.
Scenario 3
If there is some big well-established company offering some certifications and
exams in HTML or CSS (like “Microsoft” and “Cisco” have their own certification systems, for example), you could try to sit such an exam and take the
certificate which covers HTML and CSS so that you have some proof of your
knowledge, skills and competences. You could then include this certificate in
your CV and continue with Scenario 1. When sitting such certification exams
offered by private companies, be careful to consider: the level of the certificate, the topics covered in the exam, the necessary preparation for the
exam, types of questions and last but not least the price because such exams
are usually paid.
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Chapter aims
This chapter aims at explaining to the users how to create an account and
use the “Self-acquired learning validation toolkit”. Then, the chapter aims to
provide guidance and practical examples for training organizations and testtakers who want to assess the results of informal learning using the toolkit.

Chapter content
This chapter provides an introduction on the Self-acquired validation toolkit
(www.create-validate.org). One can find description of the various online
tools (games, tests, ePortfolio), explanation of the results from the tools, as well
as recommendations for training organizations and test-takers on using the
tools for assessing the results of informal learning in computer animation and
web design.

In the next pages one can learn how to use the Self-acquired learning validation toolkit. It comprises more than 20 tools of different nature – online interactive games, interactive tests, guidance and examples of ePortfolio usage for
assessment. It has been designed to assess the knowledge, skills and competences in web design and computer animation gained through a kind of
informal learning (through work-based experience, self-study etc.).
The developed tools are a kind of example model and can be further upgraded and adapted by organizations to suit their particular needs. Other tools
can also be developed and added to the toolkit to cover more or different
knowledge, skills and competences.
The current chapter can be useful and informative for training organizations
(institutions who want to provide assessment of the results of informal learning
in web design and computer animation). On the other hand, it also provides
the necessary guidance for the test-takers themselves (persons who have
some informal learning in web design or computer animation and would like
to validate it).
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1. Overview of the “Self-acquired learning validation toolkit”
The Self-acquired learning validation toolkit has been developed to assess the
results of informal learning in two “creative” professions – web design and computer animation. First units of learning outcomes in web design and computer
animation were developed in the frame of the project. Then, to each unit the
most appropriate methods for validation of the results of informal learning in
the unit were assigned. Finally, the types of tools chosen for the units followed
the methods for validation of the results of self-acquired learning described in
"Model for validation of self-acquired learning". Some of those methods are:
online and interactive tests, game-based tools, ePortfolio, assessment of workbased experience. Each unit in web design and computer animation has one
or two tools assigned to it – to assess the results of informal learning included
in the unit.
The full list of units of learning outcomes in web design and computer animation is also available on the project web site, www.create-validate.org,
in the “Test-takers“ and “Training organizations“ parts. It is better if the one
reads the information provided in those two sections in advance before using
the toolkit.
As mentioned, the toolkit comprises of more than 20 tools. They are online
games, interactive tests and ePortfolio method examples. The toolkit can be
played after registration in the “Tools” section on the CREATE project website –
www.create-validate.org. If you are a teacher or a trainer who wants to provide assessment of informal learning in web design or computer animation,
you have to register as a “teacher” and if you are a person who has some
knowledge, skills and competences in web design or computer animation –
you have to register with a “student” account. The tools can be played only
once after registration in order to guarantee for fair scores for all test-takers.

2. Access to the toolkit and functionality features
2.1. Creating an account
Step 1
Enter the project website at www.create-validate.org and choose the section
TOOLS from the main menu.
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Step 2:
Click Create a new account

Step 3:
Fill all the fields - your name, your username (you will use it to log into your
account), email, password (it should be more than 6 symbols in length, preferably digits and letters) and course group (for information on groups go to 2.3.
from the current chapter). Press the REGISTER button and wait for the administrator to approve your account.
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Step 4:
After your account is approved, you can log into the TOOLS section and you
will be provided with access to the WEB DESIGN and COMPUTER ANIMATION
sections with the tools.

2.2. Users
There are two types of users of the Self-acquired learning validation toolkit –
“teachers” and “students”. In the teacher account there are different options
than in the student account. The differences are based on the different reasons for which the two types of users need the toolkit. The teachers are those
providing testing and the students are those taking the tests.
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2.2.1. Teacher account
In the toolkit “teachers” are called those who want to organize assessment of
the results of informal learning using the toolkit. Such assessments can be held
by VET schools, VET centers, or any other organizations providing training and
courses in computer animation or web design. In order to avail of the options
of the teacher’s account you have to first register by filling the registration
form as any other user would have to do. After you have registered you have
to send a short e-mail to create@scas.acad.bg, stating that you want to be
assigned as a “teacher” to a certain group of “students”. You have to write
to the administrator how you want to name the group. For more information
on groups please see section 2.3. Then, an administrator will make you the
“teacher” for this group of “students” only, which will mean the following:
you can see the scores and ECVET points gained by each of the “students” in your group by clicking the Show group results button;

you can change the units’ weights by clicking the Change units
weights button;
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This feature provides certain flexibility for organizations. Sometimes teachers
and training organizations think one unit more important for their needs than
another one and thus should be able to assign more weight and respectively
more ECVET points to this particular unit.
However, units’ weights shouldn’t be changed if there is no serious reason to
do so – namely a substantial change in the content of the units of learning outcomes in web design or computer animation.
Here is the page where the units’ weights can be changed:

First, you have to set the maximum ECVET points (e.g. 120 for 2 years of training), then enter the weights in % for each unit and finalize the process by clicking the Save values button.
Detailed guidelines on setting maximum ECVET points and assigning ECVET
points to units of learning outcomes you can find in Chapter 3 of the current
manual.
2.2.2. Student account
In the toolkit “students” are called those who want their informal learning in
web design or computer animation assessed. Informal learning can be knowledge, skills and competences gained through work-based experience, selfstudy, free-time activities and alike.
It’s important to note that the tools can also be used for the purposes of self-
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assessment. If you are aware that you have some knowledge, skills and competences in web design or computer animation but at the same time you
are not sure if you need to study more or not, you can play the tools, see your
results and decide to take some additional courses or study more if the results
are unsatisfactory.
In order to register as a “student” you have to go through the normal registration process and fill in the registration form (as described in section 2.1.
above). You have to choose a group in which you will take the tests. In order
to choose a group, such should be already formed by a certain “teacher”
from the training organization which will validate the results of your informal
learning. If you want to use the tools only for self-assessment – you can simply
join the “General” group and play the tools. For more information on “Groups”
please see section 2.3.
“Students” can only play the tools once and see their results and ECVET points
after that by clicking the “View your score” button.
2.3. Groups
The idea of groups is to restrict the access of the “teachers” to the results of
the users. In other words a “teacher” will be able to see the results of only his/
her group of “students”, the results of the other users will remain confidential.
When a “teacher” registers in the toolkit, he/she has to write an e-mail to the
administrator and inform him a/ that they want to be a teacher and b/ what’s
the name of the new group of students they want to organize assessment for.
Then, the administrator creates the group. Only after that the “students” who
want to undergo assessment as a part of this group can register and join the
newly created group.
For example, if organization X wants to implement testing of the results of informal learning in computer animation for a group of 3 persons, someone from
this organization should register as a “teacher” and tell the administrator to
create a group called e.g. “CA_X_1”. Then, when those 3 “students” register
to take the tests – they will have to choose “CA_X_1” group. After some time
the same organization may decide to organize another testing session and
create a second group – “CA_X_2” and so on.
There is a special “General” group created for all users who want to play the
tools for self-assessment and are not part of any testing session in the frame of
any organization.
2.4. Results
At any time while you are using the toolkit you can see your results and ECVET
points for each unit and as total sum for all the units by clicking the “View your
score button situated below the screenshot of each tool.
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After clicking the “View your score” button a table with your results for each
unit and your total ECVET points will visualize. For each unit you can see your
ECVET points, your score from the tool (in brackets below the ECVET points),
and also if you have passed the unit or not. If you have more than 50% correct
answers in the tool you have passed the unit, if your result is 50% or less - you
have not passed it.
Pay attention also to the total ECVET points and overall performance at the
testing. In the last column of the table you will see your total ECVET points
and also a qualitative assessment of your overall performance: unsatisfactory
performance (total number of points is less or equal to 50%), satisfactory performance (total number of points is between 51% and 80%) or very good performance (total number of points is more than 81%).
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The score (points for the tool, not to be mistaken with ECVET points) you get
for each tool shows on the screen after the player has completed the test or
the game. This score is transferred to the database either automatically or by
clicking a Submit results button at the very end of the game.

3. Self-acquired learning validation toolkit
The toolkit consists of online interactive games, online interactive tests and
ePortfolio examples. Each one of those tools is assigned to one of the units of
learning outcomes in web design and computer animation and aims to assess
the knowledge, skills and competences described in it. All the tools are available online at www.create-validate.org in English, Bulgarian and German. They
are developed in an easy-to-localize way which allows for updates, adaptations and translations in other languages. Any other organization willing to
make tools for other fields different from web design and computer animation
could do it using the current toolkit as an example.
3.1. Games
There are total three online games developed in the frame of CREATE project:
one e-game for one of the units in web design and two e-games for two of the
units in computer animation.
3.1.1. Games in web design
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Specify IT

Unit 1: Planning
Description:
This game consists of two scenes, each scene representing a dialogue between the user (in the role of a web designer) and a different client. While the
client explains his wishes and asks certain questions, the player (in the role of
the web designer) has to decide what to do and what to answer. After the
two meetings with the two different clients, there is a second part in the form
of a test - the player will have to answer 8 questions, related to the planning
and management of the web design process.
Educational goals:
Assessment of one’s basic knowledge related to planning the web design process: e.g. basics of project management, basics of communication, some aspects of marketing and advertising in order to identify the real clients’ needs,
fonts and colors impact on accessibility.
ECVET points: 25
3.1.2. Games in computer animation
Emperor’s new clothes
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Unit 2: Idea and scenario
Description:
In this game the player has to complete two mini games. In the first mini game
the player will be able to read the story “Emperor’s new clothes”. Then, he/she
has to arrange the pictures of the storyboard in the correct order. One can
choose from 9 scenes, 6 of which are correct and 3 incorrect. The second mini
game is in the form of an interactive test. The goal of the test is to assess the
user’s knowledge in dramaturgy and cinematography. The test checks basic
knowledge on script writing, such as roles and names of the different characters in a story.
Educational goals:
Assessment of knowledge, skills and competences in storyboarding, dramaturgy – idea and script writing.
ECVET points: 13

The pirate and the human character design
Unit 4: Human character design
Description:
The player is in the role of a pirate-adventurer, whose task is to assemble the
human skeleton. On your way, you will go through 3 levels - you will have to
find 5 bones, part of the human body, and answer 10 questions, related to the
topic of human character design. Dozens of enemies will stand between you
and your goal, so you have to be careful.
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Educational goals:
Assessment of skills and knowledge in the field of human character design –
anatomy, proportions and recognition of well-known animated characters on
the basis of the character’s features.
ECVET points: 16

3.2. Tests
There are fifteen online tests developed - six in web design and nine in computer animation. The goal in each test is to assess the knowledge of the user in
the respective unit to which the test is assigned. The questions in each test are
of the multiple-choice type and in most of the cases the user has to choose
only one correct answer. There are a few questions where more than one
answer could be chosen. The tests are designed on the principle of variability – every time a user opens the test the questions and the answers are rearranged. The tests also combine different interactive elements such as pictures,
video, diagrams, animations etc. used as visual aids for some of the questions.
Here are two screenshots of one of the tests in Computer animation – Unit
5: Rigging where the first one shows only text questions and the second one
shows a question with a video.
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3.3. ePortfolio
The ePortfolio is a collection of artifacts in some online ePortfolio system. The
user is free to choose what artifacts to include in the ePortfolio and how to assemble them in order to present his/her work and experience in the most appropriate way. The ePortfolio as a method and a tool can be used for various
purposes – one of them being assessment. More information on the ePortfolio
as a method for assessment can be found in Chapter 2.
In the Self-acquired learning validation toolkit we have developed two ePortfolios – one for computer animation (Unit 9: Advanced character design) and
one for web design (Unit 2: Design). The first one in Unit 9: Advanced character design is developed under ePortfolio system “Mahara”. The second one is
developed using the ePortfolio system “Behance”. The idea is to provide different examples of ePortfolios in different online systems and networks. There
are more systems and social networks which have some of the options necessary for the development of an ePortfolio, such as LinkedIn, Facebook, Ning
and more. All those emphasize on the different aspects of a person’s development. For example, LinkedIn is more “business” oriented while Behance is
appropriate for creative professions, such as computer animation and web
design (the reason why we chose it as an example in this project). Facebook,
on the other hand, is more appropriate for the entertainment and advertising
industry.
An ePortfolio cannot be assessed automatically. There should be a human
evaluator experienced in the subject to which the ePortfolio is devoted who
should examine the ePortfolio and assess it. However, assessing an ePortfolio
shouldn’t be subjective, but should be rather based on certain criteria. That is
why for the purposes of this project we have provided an online questionnaire
(like a test) for each of the example ePortfolios developed. The questions in
it follow the content of the respective unit. These online questionnaires can
be applied to the assessment of any ePortfolio developed to show the skills
and competences gained through informal learning in Computer animation –
Unit9: Advanced character design or Web design – Unit 2: Design.
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The assessment works as follows: the ePortfolio evaluator has to examine the

ePortfolio and then answer the online questionnaire. For each answer a certain number of points are given. After answering this questionnaire the evaluator has to enter the username of the ePortfolio’s owner (the one with which he/
she has registered in CREATE toolkit). This way the score for the ePortfolio will be
automatically calculated and transferred to the profile of the respective user.
Depending on the total score the author of the ePortfolio gets the respective
amount of ECVET points for the unit.
Here is a screenshot of the example ePortfolio developed with “Mahara” in
Computer animation – Unit9: Advanced character design:

4. Recommendations for training organizations and testtakers
4.1. Recommendations for training organizations
The Self-acquired learning validation toolkit can be useful for VET schools, VET
centers and any other training organizations that would like to provide assessment and validation of the results of informal learning in web design and computer animation. Moreover, the toolkit is developed in an easy-to-localize way
that allows for updates and adaptations (including addition of translations into
more languages). Last but not least, organizations can also use the toolkit as a
model for developing more tools for assessment of the results of informal learning in web design and computer animation or in any other professions they
deem necessary. Here we provide step-by-step guidance for those organizations on how they could approach the test-takers and organize assessment of
the results of informal learning in computer animation and web design using
this toolkit.
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4.1.1. Acquaint yourselves and work with the Self-acquired learning validation
toolkit and other documents in the frame of the project
First, the persons within the organizations who will be involved in the validation of informal learning should know how the toolkit works – should read the
manual, then register in the toolkit as teachers and as a student, play the tools
and check the results.
You are also advised to read the other documents developed in the frame of
the project (at www.create-validate.org) – the Outcome-based units in computer animation and web design, Self-acquired learning validation model,
Guidelines for allocation of ECVET points. This will help you learn more about
validation of informal learning, the different methods for assessment of the
results of informal learning, how to assign ECVET points to units of learning outcomes etc. Last but not least, visit the “Training organizations” section in the
web site where you will find more short practical guidance on using the toolkit.
4.1.2. Customize the Self-acquired learning validation toolkit
The toolkit has been developed to allow the organizations certain changes
and thus ensure some flexibility in the assessment process. Changes that you
could make before starting the assessment:
change units weights – a possible change in the content of the units
might lead to a change of the units’ weights as well. Do not change the units’
weights if there is no serious reason to do so – namely a substantial change
in the content of the units of learning outcomes in web design or computer
animation. In order to change the units’ weights in the toolkit you have to
click the Change units weights button. Then, you have to set the maximum
ECVET points. In order to decide on the maximum ECVET points you can use
the convention proposed in the ECVET-Recommendation where 60 points are
assigned to learning outcomes achieved for 1 year training in the formal education and training system. After you have settled on the total ECVET points
you have to enter the weights in % for each unit and finalize the process by
clicking the Save values button. The weights in percentage can be defined
in three main stages: Stage 1: Estimating the relative weight of the learning
outcomes from the point of view of their “value” on the labour market; Stage
2: Assessment of the defined relative weight of the units, from the view point
of the complexity and time for achievement of the learning outcomes and
Stage 3: Coordination of the results from Stage 1 and Stage 2. More on the
methodology for deciding on the units’ weights you can read in Chapter 3 of
this Manual.
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creating “Groups” – testing sessions with students can be organized
in groups. When organizing assessment of the results of informal learning you
can create a separate “group” for each testing session you organize with the
toolkit. For example, if you are organization X and you are about to organize
your first testing session in computer animation with a group of 5 test-takers,
you have to create a group for those test-takers and call it e.g. CA_X_1. Then
those 5 test-takers have to join this group. This will allow you to see their results
after they play the tools.

4.1.3. Different applications of the toolkit
Think about the different uses of the toolkit for the test-takers in your country
and in the context of your country’s education system:
pre-testing – the test-taker can do the tests, take a certificate with the
respective ECVET points gained from the toolkit and use the certificate as an
additional proof when applying for a VET diploma in computer animation or
web design before an official examination board, for example.
self-assessment – the test-takers often think that they have certain
knowledge, skills and competences in a certain field but they are not sure if
they need more training and studying or are ready to apply for an official certificate. In this case, in order to decide how to proceed, test-takers can play
the tools and on the basis of their results decide if they need to learn more or
if they are ready to apply for an official recognition of their informal learning.
Training organizations should be aware of those different uses of the toolkit
and also make them known to the test-takers.
4.1.4. During the testing sessions
Here are some tips related to the organization of the sessions themselves:
Internet connection is needed in order to use the toolkit;
invite each group of test-takers to play the tools under supervision in
your organization, for example; set a specified date and time for each group;
you’d better provide instructions to the test-takers before they begin
playing the tools, just as you would do before you hand in a paper-based test
to a class of students;
you can set a time limit for completing each tool;
be careful to warn the test-takers that they can load each tool only
once with their account and they shouldn’t randomly reload the page. If they
reload the page with the tool before finishing it and try to open it again they
won’t be allowed to play it for a second time. If they have to reload because
of some technical problem advise them to contact their supervisor for assistance and make a new registration.
4.2. Recommendations for test-takers
As already mentioned persons who have some knowledge, skills and competences in web design or computer animation but are not sure if those are
enough or they need more studying or training can use the toolkit for selfassessment. Self-assessment is “assessment or evaluation of oneself or one’s
actions, attitudes, or performance” (Oxford Dictionary). No matter if the testtakers play the tools by themselves or in some training organization in order to
get their informal learning validated, here we provide guidance on how to
use the toolkit.
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4.2.1. Read the outcome-based units in web design or computer animation
Before starting with the toolkit you’d better read the outcome-based units in
the respective profession in which you would like to assess your knowledge,
skills and competences. This will help you orient yourself in the topics covered
and in the level of difficulty of the toolkit. Then, you could more easily decide if
you really are ready to assess your informal learning or maybe you need more
time for studying and training.
The outcome-based units in computer animation and web design are available in English and in Bulgarian in the “Resources” section on
www.create-validate.org.
4.2.2. Register in the toolkit
In order to use the toolkit you have to first register as a “student”. The registration process has been described in details in part 2.1. of the current chapter.
In order to complete the registration process you have to join a “group”. If you
will use the toolkit by yourself, for self-assessment, join the group “General”. This
way only you will be able to see your results. If you will play the tools in some
training organization in order to validate your informal learning, you have to
join a group created by this training organization, for which you should have
been informed in advance. In this case, both you and the creator of the group
in which you are taking the tests will be able to see your results.
4.2.3. While playing the tools
you can play each tool only once after registration; don’t randomly
reload the page. If you reload the page with the tool before finishing it and try
to open it again you won’t be allowed to play it for a second time. If you have
to reload because of some technical problem contact the administrator for
assistance or directly make a new registration.
it’s better if you start from the first unit and go on one after the other
until the last unit; units follow the logic of the web design process and of the
development of a computer animation;
read the “Test-takers” section on www.create-validate.org – there you
can also find some tips and guidance on using the toolkit;
read the description and the educational goals of each tool before
starting it;
read carefully the introductions and instructions before starting the
games; each game also has a Help button – use it in case of doubt;
check your results at any time while using the toolkit by clicking the
View your score button;
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4.2.4. After playing the tools
Read carefully your results and analyze them. For example, if your overall performance is “unsatisfactory” it is clear that you will have to study more before
trying to validate your informal learning. Analyze also your performance in
each separate unit – this way you can see which your “strong” and “weak”
points are and try to improve.

5. Conclusion
This chapter can be useful both for organizations that want to provide assessment and validation of the results of informal learning and for all who wish to
assess their learning outcomes gained informally in web design or computer
animation. All the step-by-step guidance on the registration process, the different users and other useful options provides practical knowledge on the
“Self-acquired learning validation toolkit” usage. The developing and managing of one’s own profile is described in an easy-to-follow way, accompanied by screenshots to facilitate the process. The games, tests and ePortfolio
tools are presented and explained. The recommendations for organizations
and test-takers explain how the assessment of the results of informal learning
in computer animation and web design via the toolkit should be organized
so as to be effective. Special attention has been paid to the place that the
toolkit can have in the education system in terms of validation of the results of
informal learning – it can be used for pre-testing and for self-assessment. When
it comes to self-assessment – recommendations for the test-takers have been
given on how to use the toolkit on their own.

6. Practical case
As mentioned in the chapter the Self-acquired learning validation toolkit is a
model on how online tools can be used for assessment of the results of informal learning in the given two creative professions – web design and computer
animation. Here we propose a practical case with steps to follow, tips and examples on how to prepare and organize assessment of the results of informal
learning using the toolkit.
Assignment:
You are a trainer in a VET center providing courses and certification in computer animation. Recently, lots of young people have been visiting your centre saying they have some knowledge, skills and competences in computer
animation but they have learnt those at home as a kind of a hobby. However,
they want to take some exams in the subject in order to receive a certificate
proving what they know and can do in computer animation. You have found
the Self-acquired learning validation toolkit (www.create-validate.org) and
read the information on the web site and in the manual. Now, you have to
start organizing the assessment process using the toolkit. You have a total of
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10 people who want to have their results of informal learning assessed and
validated. If you follow the preparatory steps recommended below you will
need about 2 working days for organization of assessment.
1. Register and log in the toolkit.
Tip: Inform the administrator that you want to use the toolkit as a “teacher”.
This will give you the right to create groups (again through the administrator),
change units’ weights and see your group members’ results.
2. Interview the test-takers in advance so that generally you know their level.
This will help you all decide together if they need assessment for the more basic units or also for the more advanced units.
Tip: You may give them a short quiz in advance in order to determine their
level.
3. Create groups to be joined by the test-takers.
Tip: Since you have a total of 10 test-takers, it will be better if you divide them
in at least 2 groups of 5 test-takers each. For each group set date and time for
taking the tests.
4. Read about the legislation regarding validation of the results of informal
learning in your country. Make the information known also to the test-takers
so that they are aware of the opportunities – where they can actually use the
certificate you will give them after the assessment.
Tip: For example, this is the legislative basis in Bulgaria: LVET: Art. 40 Certification
of vocational qualification of persons trained outside the VET system under the
following conditions: a/ 6 months practiced the corresponding profession or
has passed practical training for a period defined by a training institution; b/
finished education at a level necessary for practicing the corresponding profession.
5. Play the tools yourself in advance before the actual testing sessions. You
should be able to assist the test-takers and answer any questions that might
arise.
Tip: Don’t skip parts of the tools just because you might think all is clear. Read
the instructions and the Help menus. Prepare to explain in advance the tools
to the test-takers. You might make notes for each of the tools.
6. Set a time limit for each of the tools.
Tip: Time limit may depend on: a/ tool length, e.g. number of questions, texts
length, number of game levels (this you will be able to determine after playing
the tools yourself); b/ tool level of complexity, e.g. the unit to which the tool
is allocated (lots of learning outcomes in the unit, lots of specific, technical
knowledge, skills and competences).
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7. Technical requirements for a testing session (make sure you can provide
those): a/ a room; b/ a separate computer and a working place for each
test-taker; c/ Internet connection; d/ Internet browser; e/ Flash player installed
(version 10.1).
If you have completed the steps above, you can now have the testing sessions and provide assessment of the results of informal learning using the Selfacquired learning validation toolkit.
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Glossary
Assessment of learning outcomes

Methods and processes used to establish the extent to which a learner has in
fact attained particular knowledge, skills and competence.

ECTS

The European Credit Transfer and Accumulation System is a tool which enables students to collect credits for learning achieved through higher education. It aims to facilitate planning, delivery, evaluation, recognition and validation of qualifications and units of learning as well as student mobility.

ECVET

The European Credit system for Vocational Education and Training. ECVET is
a technical framework for the transfer, recognition and, where appropriate,
accumulation of individuals’ learning outcomes with a view to achieving a
qualification.

ECVET points

The numerical representation of the overall weight of learning outcomes in a
qualification and of the relative weight of units in relation to the qualification.

ePortfolio

A method and a tool for competence development. In an ePortfolio the competence development process is documented and provides a personal and
reflective insight in the learning and development process. ePortfolio is usually
online based portfolio using all the benefits of multimedia and the net. An
electronic portfolio, also known as an e-portfolio or digital portfolio, is a collection of electronic evidence assembled and managed by a user, usually on
the Web.

EQF level

EQF describes levels of qualifications in terms of learning outcomes. The eight
levels cover the entire span of qualifications from those achieved at the end
of compulsory education to those awarded at the highest level of academic
and professional or vocational education and training. /http://ec.europa.eu/
education/pub/pdf/general/eqf/leaflet_en.pdf/

Informal (self-acquired) learning

Learning resulting from daily life activities related to work, family, or leisure. It
is not structured in terms of learning objectives, learning time and/or learning
support. Informal learning may be intentional but in most cases, it is non-intentional (or ‘incidental’/random).

Learning outcomes
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Learning outcomes are statements of what a learner knows, understands and
is able to do on completion of a learning process. The European definition of
learning outcomes uses the terms knowledge, skills and competence for de-

scribing learning outcomes.

Memorandum of Understanding (MoU)

A MoU is an agreement between competent institutions which sets the framework for credit transfer. It formalises the ECVET partnership by stating the mutual acceptance of the status and procedures of competent institutions involved. It also establishes partnership’s procedures for cooperation.
Recognition of learning outcomes
The process of attesting officially achieved learning outcomes through the
awarding of units or qualifications.

Test-taker

For the purposes of the CREATE project “test-takers” are all individuals who get
their informal learning assessed using the tools and methodology developed
under the project.

Training organization

For the purposes of the CREATE project “training organizations” are all organizations (e.g. VET centers, VET schools) who are involved in the assessment and
validation of the results of informal learning.

Unit of learning outcomes

A unit is a component of a qualification, consisting of a coherent set of knowledge, skills and competence that can be assessed and validated. Units in the
case of CREATE project are grouped into so-called working fields.

Validation of learning outcomes

The process of confirming that certain assessed learning outcomes achieved
by a learner correspond to specific outcomes which may be required for a
unit or a qualification.

Working field (Module)

A working field groups two or more units together. The working field puts units
that are thematically related under a common denominator.
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Appendix
Here is a list with all the tools for assessment of informal (self-acquired)
learning in web design and computer animation, developed in CRATE
project - tests, online games and ePortfolios.
This list contains basic description and information for each tool and
thus can be used as a reference, for orientation before one actually
starts working with the tools. All the tools are available for free online at
www.create-validate.org.

Web design
Specify IT

Unit 1 Planning
Description:
This game consists of two scenes, in which
the player (in the role of the web designer)
will be put in a dialog situation with clients.
You will have to choose the best options for
the websites they need. After the two meetings, you will have to answer 8 questions, related to the process ot planning and management of a website.
Educational goals:
The goal of the game is to assess your basic
skills and knowledge about the process of
planning a website.
ECVET Points: 25

Design

Unit 2 Design
Description:
In this unit learning outcomes are assessed
with 2 tools - an ePortfolio and a test. The
test is a set of questions related to the basics
of the web design - colors, fonts and graphics. In the ePortfolio one can show concrete
achievements in web design - some projects etc.
Educational goals:
The goal of the test is to assess your basic
skills and knowledge in the field of web design.
ECVET Points: 56
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Web development

Unit 3 Development
Description:
The test is a set of questions related to the
basics of web development. To complete
the test with the maximum result you need
to know HTML, CSS, what is a content management system and its basic features.
Educational goals:
The goal of the test is to assess your basic
skills and knowledge in the field of web development.
ECVET Points: 36

Management

Unit 4 Management
Description:
The test is a set of questions related to the
basics of website management. To complete the test with the maximum result you
need to have good knowledge about social networks, servers, logs and statistics.
Educational goals:
The goal of the test is to assess your basic
skills and knowledge in the field of website
management.
ECVET Points: 18

Optimization

Unit 5 Optimization
Description:
The test is a set of questions related to the
basics of web optimization. To complete
the test with the maximum result you need
to have good knowledge about semantic
web, SEO, RDF.
Educational goals:
The goal of the test is to assess your basic
skills and knowledge in the field of web optimization.
ECVET Points: 13
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Appendix

Interactivity and animation

Unit 6 Interactivity and animation
Description:
The test is a set of questions related to
the basics of interactivity and animation
in web design. To complete the test with
the maximum result you need to have basic knowledge about object oriented programming, web animation and interactive
design.
Educational goals:
The goal of the test is to assess your basic
skills and knowledge in the field of interactivity and animation.
ECVET Points: 20

Introduction to database systems Unit 7 Introduction to database systems
Description:
The test is a set of questions related to the
basics of database systems. To complete
the test with the maximum result you need
to have basic knowledge about PHP, databases and queries.
Educational goals:
The goal of the test is to assess your basic
skills and knowledge in the field of database systems.
ECVET Points: 12
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Computer animation
Principles of traditional animation Unit 1 Principles of traditional animation
Description:
The test is a set of questions related to the
12 principles of animation. To complete
the test with the maximum result you need
basic knowledge on this subject.
Educational goals:
The goal of the test is to assess your skills
and knowledge in the field of traditional
animation and its 12 basic principles.
ECVET Points: 11

Emperor’s new clothes

Unit 2 Idea and scenario
Description:
In this game there are 2 mini games. In the
first mini game you will be able to read the
story “Emperor’s new clothes”. You will then
have to choose from 9 scenes, 6 of which
are correct and 3 incorrect and put them
in the correct order, following the story. The
goal of the test is to assess your knowledge
in dramaturgy and cinematography. The
test checks your basic knowledge about
script writing, it’s parts and characters in
the story.
Educational goals:
The goal of the game is to assess your skills
and knowledge in the field of dramaturgy
– idea and script.
ECVET Points: 13
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Еnvironment and Object
Modeling

Unit 3 Еnvironment and Object Modeling
Description:
The test is a set of questions related to the
Еnvironment and Object Modeling. To
complete the test with the maximum result
you need basic knowledge on this subject.
Educational goals:
The goal of the test is to assess your skills and
knowledge in the Еnvironment and Object
Modeling - raster and vector objects (2D
objects drawing) and 3D objects models
(polygonal, surface etc.).
ECVET Points: 16

The pirate and the human
character design

Unit 4 Human character design
Description:
You are in the role of a pirate-adventurer,
whose task is to assemble the human skeleton. On your way, you will go through 3
levels - you will have to find 5 bones, part
of the human body, and answer 10 questions, related to the topic of human character design. Dozens of enemies will stand
between you and your goal, so be careful.
Educational goals:
The aim of the game is to assess your skills
and knowledge in the field of human character design – anatomy, proportions and
recognition of well-known animated characters.
ECVET Points: 16
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Unit 5 Rigging
Description:
The test is a set of questions related to the
rigging process. To complete the test with
the maximum result you need basic knowledge on this subject.

Rigging

Educational goals:
The goal of the test is to assess your basic
skills and knowledge in rigging a 3D Character - forward and inverse kinematics,
weights, manipulators, nulls and parameter
wiring.
ECVET Points: 16

Unit 6 Animation
Description:
The test is a set of questions related to the
animation process. To complete the test
with the maximum result you need basic
knowledge on this subject.

Animation

Educational goals:
The goal of the test is to assess your basic
skills and knowledge in 3D Animation - inbetweens, interpolation etc.
ECVET Points: 18

Texturing and Lighting

Unit 7 Texturing and Lighting
Description:
The test is a set of questions related to the
texturing and lighting process. To complete
the test with the maximum result you need
basic knowledge on this subject.
Educational goals:
The goal of the test is to assess your basic
skills and knowledge in texturing and lighting a 3D Scene - mapping, colours and textures, reflection and refraction etc.
ECVET Points: 14
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Rendering

Unit 8 Rendering
Description:
The test is a set of questions related to the
rendering process. To complete the test
with the maximum result you need basic
knowledge on this subject.
Educational goals:
The goal of the test is to assess your basic
skills and knowledge in rendering processes
and options, raytracing, radiocity and others.
ECVET Points: 13

Advanced character design

Unit 9 Advanced character design
Description:
This unit tests your knowledge, skills and
competences with the use of an ePortfolio.
To acquire the best possible result create
your own ePortfolio (in an ePortfolio system of your choice) with projects, showing
the knowledge, skills and competences of
the unit and submit it for assessment in the
frame of CREATE toolkit. Here you can find
an example ePortfolio created under Mahara.
Educational goals:
The goal of the ePortfolio system is to assess your basic skills and knowledge in Advanced character design.
ECVET Points: 18

Advanced animation techniques Unit 10 Advanced animation techniques

Description:
The test is a set of advanced questions related to the animation process. To complete the test with the maximum result you
need basic knowledge on this subject.
Educational goals:
The goal of the test is to assess your basic
skills and knowledge in Advanced animation - soft objects, particles, fluids, etc.
ECVET Points: 18
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Advanced texturing and
lighting techniques

Unit 11 Advanced texturing and lighting
techniques
Description:
The test is a set of advanced questions related to the process of texturing and lighting. To complete the test with the maximum result you need basic knowledge on
this subject.
Educational goals:
The goal of the test is to assess your basic skills and knowledge in Advanced texturing and lighting - advanced usage of
di-fferent maps and options, anti-aliasing
and shadows.
ECVET Points: 14

Advanced rendering

Unit 12 Advanced rendering
Description:
The test is a set of advanced questions related to the process of rendering. To complete the test with the maximum result you
need basic knowledge on this subject.
Educational goals:
The goal of the test is to assess your basic
skills and knowledge in Advanced rendering - raytracing and radiocity details and
usage.
ECVET Points: 13
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